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ABSTRACT 
Three in-process tool wear monitoring systems have been developed in this 
research. They are: (1) the multiple linear regression based in-process tool wear prediction 
(MLR-ITWP) system; (2) the artificial neural networks based in-process tool wear 
prediction (ANN-ITWP) system; and (3) the statistics assisted fuzzy-nets based in-process 
tool wear prediction (S-FN-ITWP) system. 
Before these above-mentioned systems were developed and evaluated, statistical 
approaches had been implemented to analyze and identify the most significant force signal 
for tool wearing monitoring system. This study demonstrates that the average peak cutting 
forces in the Y direction (the direction that is perpendicular to the table feed) is the most 
effective cutting force representation for tool wear monitoring. 
Following with this discovery, the cutting parameters (feed rate and depth of cut) 
along with the average peak cutting force in the Y direction became input signal for 
developing a MLR-ITWP system. A multiple linear regression model was obtained 
through 100 experimental data sets. Another nine data sets were used to test the system. 
The average tool wear prediction error of the MLR-ITWP system was ±0.039 mm through 
the testing data. 
xii 
Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been employed for developing various 
machine monitoring systems. This research also developed an in-process tool wearing 
monitoring system based on ANN theory. The developing (training) procedure of this 
ANN-ITWM system was composed of the following six steps with 100 training data sets: 
(1) Determine the artificial neural networks structure, initial connection weights, and 
offsets. (2) Present inputs and desired outputs. (3) Calculate the actual output. (4) 
Calculate the error between the calculated output and the desired output. (5) Adjust the 
weights of the networks. (6) Repeat steps 2-5 for each training pair until the error of the 
entire set is acceptably low. After the system was developed, the system was evaluated 
using nine experimental runs. The average tool wear prediction error of this ANN-ITWM 
system was ±0.037 mm. 
The limitation of an artificial neural networks based application is that it is difficult 
to add human expert's judgments into the system. In the last decade, many applications 
have integrated ANN and fuzzy logic into a system called fuzzy-nets theory. Thus, the 
researcher sought to use such an integrated system for developing an in-process tool wear 
monitoring system. The development of such an S-FN-ITWM system has been presented. 
The training procedure of this S-FN-ITWM system using the same 100 training data 
includes the following steps. (1) Divide both the input domains and the output domain into 
fuzzy regions, and create membership functions. (2) Generate fuzzy rules for the given 
xiii 
data. (3) Solve conflicting rules. (4) Develop fuzzy rule bank. (5) Defuzzification. Another 
nine data were used to test the system. The average tool wear prediction error was ±0.023 
mm. 
The scope of this research is to provide systems that can be integrated into smart 
computer numerical control (CNC) machine development in tool monitoring system. The 
success of this research provides the researcher better position in further related research. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Into the twenty-first century the economy grows more dependent on the prosperity of 
the manufacturing industry, of which machining plays a huge role. Studies have found that 
total U.S. expenditures on machining are between 3% and 10% of the annual U.S. gross 
domestic product (GDP): between $240 to $850 billion dollars for 1998 (Ivester, etc., 1999; 
Soons & Yaniv, 1995). However, despite its obvious economic and technical importance, 
machining remains not a completely automated process. Manufacturers still mainly rely on 
workers' experiences to operate and monitor machines. 
In addition, human controlled machining maintenance has become the stumbling 
block for the progress of the new manufacturing trend - e-manufacturing. Richard E. Morley, 
father of the programmable logic controller (PLC), predicted that manufacturing will undergo 
vast changes over the next 20 year (Moody & Morley, 1999). With the popularity of the 
Internet, manufacturing is moving toward the integration of machining automation and web 
connections - e-manufacturing. The key e-manufacturing research that promises to pay 
dividends in the near future comes from the Center for Intelligent Maintenance Systems 
(IMS) jointly run by Lee and Nee (Waurzyniak, 2001). Lee stresses that the Web-enabled 
platform really has become a technical and business tool, not just a communication tool. The 
most important part of the Intelligent Maintenance System, suggested by Wauryniak, is the 
monitoring system, which they call a "Watchdog Agent." The Watchdog Agent provides 
continuous monitoring and prognostics of asset degradation, and enables companies to 
evaluate assets' performance rapidly. (See Figure 1.1) 
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Figure 1.1. The intelligent maintenance system (EMS) designed by Lee and Nee 
(adopted from Waurzyniak, 2001) 
While the manufacturing industry has made progress toward e-manufacturing, much 
work remains before e-manufacturing systems can be considered widely deployed 
(Waurzyniak, 2001): the requisite machine intelligence, Web connectivity, and e-commerce 
and collaborative manufacturing software systems for implementing e-manufacturing. 
Tool Conditions Monitoring Systems 
Hence, to enhance the growth of the e-manufacturing, the emergence of intelligent 
machining will be one of the most important goals of the manufacturing industry. To reach 
this goal, automated monitoring tool conditions systems have to be built. To be more 
specific, there are two tool conditions that need to be monitored: tool breakage and tool wear. 
The studies on automated monitoring tool breakage are less complicated, and many efforts 
have been made in the past. Table 1.1 lists the published studies on automated monitoring 
tool breakage in milling operations in the last 5 years (1999-2003). 
Table .1. Recently published studies on automated monitoring tool breakage 
Pape 
r# Author(s) Title 
Pub. 
Year Sensor(s) 
1 Jun and Suh 
Statistical tool breakage detection 
schemes based on vibration signals in 
NC milling 
1999 Accelerometer 
2 Chen and Chen 
Tool breakage detection system using an 
accelerometer sensor 1999 Accelerometer 
3 Lee and Tamg 
Milling cutter breakage detection by the 
discrete wavelet transform 1999 Dynamometer 
4 Back et al. 
Real time monitoring of tool breakage in 
a milling operation using a digital signal 
processor 
2000 Dynamometer 
5 Tansel et al 
Acoustic emission-based tool-breakage 
detector (TBD) for micro-end-milling 
operations 
2001 AE 
6 Al-Habaibeh 
and Gindy 
Self-learning algorithm for automated 
design of condition monitoring systems 
for milling operations 
2001 
AE 
Dynamometer 
Accelerometer 
7 Srinivasa and Ramakrishna 
Acoustic emission analysis for tool wear 
monitoring in face milling 2002 AE 
This table also shows that the dynamometer (cutting force signals) is a commonly 
used and effective sensor in the study of monitoring tool breakage. One of the reasons that 
cutting force signals are useful to detect tool breakage is that the signal pattern would change 
dramatically if any tooth of a tool is broken. For example, if there is a cutting tool with four 
teeth, then the typical force signal would be like the illustration in Figure 1.2 (a). If a tooth of 
the tool is broken, the contact between the broken tooth and the workpiece will be lessened. 
Hence, the cutting force decreases, and so does the force signal. However, the next tooth will 
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get a much greater force impact to compensate the loss from the previous tooth, and that also 
results in a much higher force signal as shown in Figure 1.2 (b). 
>ne Revolution -J One Revolution 
Figure 1.2. The cutting force signals (a) in a normal state, and 
(b) in a one-tooth-breakage state 
But how about tool wear? The studies on monitoring tool wear are a little more 
complicated than the study on monitoring tool breakage. Tool wear can be viewed as a small 
scale of tool breakage. It also shares the same feature as described for tool breakage in the 
previous paragraph. Theoretically, owing to a smaller change for signals, it becomes a little 
more complicated and harder to detect with a dynamometer. Nevertheless, the studies of 
monitoring tool wear in the past depended heavily upon using dynamometers. As a matter of 
fact, a bigger portion of the research in tool wear monitoring uses dynamometers than does 
its counterpart in tool breakage monitoring. Previous studies reveal that the dynamometer is 
much more sensitive than any other sensors in the field of tool wear. With so many studies 
using dynamometers to monitor tool wear and the nature of cutting force in the tool wear 
field being complex, it is sensible, when tool wear happens, to conduct a cutting force 
analysis experimentally to find out the best cutting force combination for monitoring tool 
wear. 
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From the industry side, actually none of the in-process monitoring systems has ever 
been applied in any form, because the research is still at the stage of estimation, so it is still 
too immature to use for monitoring. The use of artificial flank wear in the study of 
monitoring tool wear contributes to the uncertainty of whether the results from the research 
can be applied to the industry. Therefore, actual worn tools from industry will be needed to 
enhance the progress of applications. While tool condition decides the life of a tool, the 
automated tool condition monitoring systems arc still unavailable to the industry, so the 
industry has to use the following strategies to decide the tool condition and change tools with 
human judgment (Douglass, 1999): 
1. Use until failure. 
2. Use until .xxx flank wear (ISO standard for carbide insert is .0118" to .0236"). 
3. Use until average tool life. 
In details, a worker usually decides when to change a tool according to the following 
possible situations: edge failure, visual inspection of flank wear, fingernail test of cutting 
edge, changes in sound of cut, chips are stringy and hard to handle, surface roughness 
degrades, increased power consumption, and cumulative cutting time reaches the "change 
point" (see Figure 1.3, w here the straight line becomes curved ). However, the practice of the 
strategies mentioned above is not reliable and is expensive. 
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Figure 1.3. Flank wear and cumulative cutting time 
When humans inspect the condition of cutting tools (tool wear or even tool breakage), 
two possible situations might happen. They may be unaware of the developing tool wear 
until several defected products later, or they may change tools prematurely. 
For the first situation, workers or quality people check the quality of products and 
find defects because of tool wear, and then they change cutting tools. In this case, they have 
to scrap the defective parts. For the second case, workers change tools before the estimated 
tool life is expired. In this case, the quality of products can be better assured. However, the 
change of cutting tools can be wasteful. From Ivester and others' report (Ivester, et al., 1999), 
tools are not used to the end of life in 62% of applications. For both cases, the loss of money 
is inevitable. Checking tool wear all the time will be a way to avoid these two situations. 
Some people check tool wear by putting tools under a microscope. Some people check tool 
wear by using cameras with high zoom-in function installed close to the tools. In that case, 
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they can check tool wear without dismounting tools. In both cases, human eyes are relied on 
heavily and production is disrupted. A feasible solution to this problem is using an in-process 
tool wear monitoring (or predicting) system, which is a part of automated machining. 
Automated monitoring systems mentioned here refer to systems with different algorithms 
built in, such as fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks, to monitor tool wear indirectly. 
In summary, using cutting force signals detected through a dynamometer along with 
cutting parameters as input variables for any expert system can result in a development of in-
process tool wear monitoring systems. The researcher's goal is that the systems developed in 
the study can be used by the industry for improving tool wear prediction and reducing costs 
in the future. Because it is not clear which expert system would be the best for tool wear 
prediction, there was a need to develop different systems, and then compare and evaluate 
their tool wear prediction performance to help single out the best one to be implemented in 
industry in the future. 
Research Questions 
Based on this purpose, the following questions were raised and discussed in this 
study: (I) What is the relationship between the explanatory variables, such as feed rate, depth 
of cut, and the responding variable tool wear? (2) What is the correlation between tool wear 
and a cutting force representation, such as peak force or average force, in a certain direction? 
(3) Can the three algorithms (multiple linear regression, artificial neural network and fuzzy-
nets-multiple-regression) develop prediction models to monitor tool wear accurately? (4) In 
the study, which algorithm has the highest tool wear predictability and thus should be 
implemented in the prediction system? 
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Objectives of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to develop an in-process tool wear prediction system to 
monitor tool wear in milling operations. To reach the goal, the following tasks, which are 
also the objectives of the study, will be conducted: 
1. Discussing the theories of the relationship between tool wear and cutting force 
(dynamic machines), and identifying the cutting force that can best predict tool 
wear. 
2. Developing a multiple linear regression-based in-process tool wear prediction 
(MLR-ITWP) system. 
3. Developing an artificial neural network-based in-process tool wear prediction 
(ANN-ITWP) system. 
4. Developing a statistics assisted (multiple-linear-regression) fuzzy-nets-based in-
process tool wear prediction (S-FN-ITWP) system. 
5. Evaluating and comparing these three systems. 
Significance of Study 
The success of this proposed research provides the researcher a better position in 
participating in developing the "Watchdog Agent" in the intelligent maintenance system (as 
shown in Figure 1.1). While the e-manufacturing system requires a great deal of time to 
develop, the results from the proposed prediction system could be available first to small 
machining systems in CNC manufacturing. 
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Limitations of study 
1. In the beginning of the study, worn tools (inserts) supplied by a local 
manufacturer were used for the experiment of force analysis. However, 
several worn inserts from industry broke during the experiment, and further 
supply was disconnected by the manufacturer. Therefore, the tool wear used 
for developing the system were changed from industry-produced to 
artificially-ground. The results from the study should be carefully used 
when implemented to industry. 
2. The Fadal machine used in the study was not fixed to the lab floor and 
hence the insatiability of the machine had produced chatters. During the 
experiment, the researchers found that tool wear prediction was strongly 
affected by the existence of tool chatter, which may have caused the loss of 
accuracy of monitoring tool wear. 
3. This research limits only one type of tool insert and one type of workpiece 
materials. Enlarge this system to include more cutting tools and materials 
for workpiece could provide better position for this study to be able adopted 
into industrial usage. 
Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation uses the format of dissertation that includes three journal papers. All 
three papers have been submitted to different journals for publication. The contents of the 
dissertation are organized as follows: 
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1. Chapter 1 : General Introduction. This chapter discusses the research on 
integrating in-process tool wear prediction systems into CNC machines, the 
general introduction of tool life and tool wear monitoring, research purpose, 
research questions, and limitations of the study. 
2. Chapter 2: Detailed literature review on tool wear monitoring. 
3. Chapter 3: The first journal paper - A Multiple-Regression Model for 
Monitoring Tool Wear with a Dynamometer in Milling Operations. 
4. Chapter 4: The second journal paper - An Artificial-Neural-Networks-Based In-
Process Tool Wear Prediction System in Milling Operations with A 
Dynamometer 
5. Chapter 5 : The third journal paper - A Statistics-Assisted Fuzzy-Nets-Based In-
Process Tool Wear Prediction System in Milling Operations 
6. Chapter 6: General conclusions and recommendations for future studies. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of the study is to find a proper method for tool wear monitoring in 
milling operations. Two kinds of monitoring systems were used in the tool wear monitoring-
related studies in the past decade: direct monitoring and indirect monitoring. Direct 
monitoring systems directly detect the length of a flank wear on a tool, while indirect 
monitoring systems detect other features of the machining operations (such as sound, cutting 
force, vibration, motor current, etc.) through different sensors and combine the information 
of cutting conditions (feed rate, speed, depth of cut, etc.) with the information from these 
sensors, and than estimate the flank wear on a tool with all the information. 
A direct monitoring system does not require information of cutting conditions of a 
certain operation - the only elements needed in this kind of systems are a vision system and 
an image-processing algorithm. Wong and his colleagues (1998) used an illumination source, 
a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera, and a high-resolution microscope lens as the vision 
system and an image recognition algorithm to monitor the tool wear. This kind of monitoring 
systems can be relatively accurate but very expensive, and that is why Wong and his 
colleagues are in the relatively rear group of using this system in the past decade. 
Indirect monitoring systems are, to many researchers, the only systems that are 
inexpensive to build and can be available to more manufacturers in the future. These systems 
do not require accesses to the tool to obtain needed information - they simply collect the data 
simultaneously during the machining, and the tool wear is then estimated through these data. 
It is sensible to find what others have done in this field. It is the researcher's interest to find 
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the sensor(s) and the decision mechanism(s) they used in their studies to find a better 
approach to monitor tool wear. With so much research done in the field of tool wear 
monitoring (including turning, milling, drilling, etc.) in the past, the researcher will focus 
only on the papers from the last decade (1993-2003) regarding tool wear monitoring in 
mzY/zMg operofzoMJ. Table 2.1 is the list of those studies in descending order of published 
year. 
Table 2.1 Studies of in-process tool wear monitoring in milling in recent years 
Note: ANN: Artificial Neural Network MM: Mathematical Model 
FL: Fuzzy Logic AE: Acoustic Emission 
Author(s) Year Title Decision Mechanism Sensor 
Susanto and 
Chen 2002 
Fuzzy logic based in-process tool-wear 
monitoring system in face milling operations FL Force 
Srinivasa Pai, 
and 
Ramakrishna 
Rao 
2002 Acoustic emission analysis for tool wear 
monitoring in face milling MM AE 
Sarhan et al. 2001 
Interrelationships between cutting force 
variation and tool wear in end-milling MM Force 
Pai et al. 2001 Tool wear estimation using resource allocation 
network ANN AE 
Cho et al. 2000 Detecting tool wear in face milling with different workpiece materials MM 
? 
Choudhury and 
Rath. 2000 
In-process tool wear estimation in milling using 
cutting force model MM Force 
Atlas et al. 2000 Hidden Markov models for monitoring 
machining tool-wear MM AE 
Dutta et al. 2000 
Assessment of machining features for tool 
condition monitoring in face milling using an 
artificial neural network 
ANN Force and Vibration 
Chen and Jen 2000 Data fusion neural network for tool condition 
monitoring in CNC milling machining ANN Force and Vibration 
Li and Tzeng 2000 
Multimilling-insert wear assessment using non­
linear virtual sensor, time-frequency distribution 
and neural networks 
ANN Vibration 
Ma et al. 2000 On-line cutting quality recognition in milling 
using a radical basis function neural network ANN ? 
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Author(s) Year Title Decision Mechanism Sensor 
Button and Hu 1999 Acoustic emission monitoring of tool wear in 
end-milling using time-domain averaging 
MM AE 
Lei, et al. 1999 Tool wear length estimation with a self-learning fuzzy inference algorithm in finish milling 
Genetic and 
FL 
Vibration 
Roth and Pandit 1999 Using multivariate models to monitor end-mill 
wear and predict tool failure MM 
Vibration 
Wilkinson et al. 1999 
Tool wear prediction from acoustic emission and 
surface characteristics via an artificial neural 
network 
ANN AE 
Tansel et al. 1998 
Micro-end-milling - III. Wear estimation and 
tool breakage detection using acoustic emission 
signals 
ANN AE 
Aoyama et al. 1998 
Prediction of tool wear and tool failure in 
milling by utilizing magnetostrictive torque 
sensor 
MM Cutting torque 
Tansel et al. 1998 
Wear estimation in micro-end-milling with 
wavelet transformations and probabilistic neural 
networks 
ANN Force 
Ko and Cho 1998 Adaptive optimization of face milling operations 
using neural networks ANN Force and Vibration 
Wong et al. 1998 Machine vision monitoring of tool wear MM Vision 
Carolan et al. 1997 
Acoustic emission monitoring of tool wear 
during the face milling of steels and aluminum 
alloys using a fibre optic sensor. Part 1 : Energy 
analysis 
MM AE 
Castillo et al. 1997 Tool wear monitoring in milling operations: Preliminary results ANN AE 
Wilcox et al. 1997 
Use of cutting force and acoustic emission 
signals for the monitoring of tool insert 
geometry during rough face milling 
MM Force 
Luetzig et al. 1997 On tool wear estimation through neural 
networks ANN ? 
Kim and 
Klamecki 1997 
Milling cutter wear monitoring using spindle 
shaft vibration MM Vibration 
Lin and Lin 1996 Tool wear monitoring in face milling using force 
signals 
ANN and 
Regression Force 
Ko and Cho 1996 
Adaptive modelling of the milling process and 
application of a neural network for tool wear 
monitoring 
ANN Force 
Carolan et al. 1996 
Assessment of tool wear in milling using 
acoustic emission detected by a fiber-optic 
interferometer 
MM AE 
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Author(s) Year Title Decision Mechanism Sensor 
Fan and Du 1996 Monitoring rotating tools using laser diffraction MM Laser diffraction 
Ryabov et al. 1996 In-process direct monitoring method for milling 
tool failures using a laser sensor MM 
Laser displacement 
Wang et al. 1996 Feature-filtered fuzzy clustering for condition 
monitoring of tool wear MM Force 
Lin and Yang 1995 Force-based model for tool wear monitoring in face milling MM Force 
Kakade et al. 1994 in-process tool wear and chip-form monitoring in face 
milling operation using acoustic emission MM AE 
Sadat and Patel 1993 Real time tool wear monitoring system based on an 
empirical relation MM 7 
Bayoumi et al. 1993 Prediction of flank wear and engagements from force 
measurements in end milling operations MM Force 
Lin and Yang 1993 Tool wear monitoring in face milling MM Force 
Luo et al. 1993 Study on monitoring of tool wear/fracture using a 
regression model Regression AE 
Ko and Cho 1993 Estimation of tool wear length in finish milling using 
a fuzzy inference algorithm FL Vibration 
Li and Li 1993 New sensor for real-time milling tool condition 
monitoring MM Pvdf 
Monostori and 
Prohaszka 1993 
Step towards intelligent manufacturing: Modelling 
and monitoring of manufacturing processes through 
artificial neural networks 
ANN ? 
Takeshita and 
Inasaki 1993 
Monitoring of milling process with an acoustic 
emission sensor MM AE 
Waldorf et al. 1992 Automatic recognition of tool wear on a face mill 
using a mechanistic modeling approach MM Force 
The sensor techniques and the decisions mechanisms used in these studies are very 
diverse. The sensor techniques used in the past decade are covered in the next section, while 
the decision mechanisms (expert systems) are covered thereafter. 
Sensor Techniques (Signals) 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, sensors used in this kind of studies are of 
interest to the researcher. Therefore, the first part of the papers to be reviewed is concerning 
the sensor techniques. Because sensor techniques are closely related to monitoring (sensors 
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are like the "eyes" of a machining system to monitor machining performance), monitoring 
systems will be introduced before different sensor techniques are reviewed. 
Acoustic Emissions 
Among these features, many researchers find acoustic emission signals are useful for 
monitoring tool wear. Acoustic emission (AE) monitoring involves listening to the sounds 
(which are usually inaudible to the human ear) made by a material, structure or machine in 
use or under load and drawing conclusions about its "state of health" from what is heard, just 
as a doctor would listen to his patient's heart and lungs. If there is an abnormal "sound" from 
a machining operation heard by an AE sensor, then someone can conclude that something is 
wrong with the operation. About one-fourth of the research concerning the monitoring tool 
wear in the milling operations in the last decade used AE sensors - Carolan et al. ( 1996, 
1997) used fiber-optic interferometers as the AE sensors to monitor tool wear, Hutton and Hu 
( 1999) used a liquid-coupled AE sensing system to monitor tool wear, and Pai and others 
(2001) used an A ET (acoustic emission tester). 
The AE sensor has its limitation for monitoring tool wear, however. Wilkinson et al. 
(1999) found out that AE alone was not reliable for recognizing a heavily worn tool in their 
experiments. A sensor being incapable of monitoring a wide range of tool wear has little use 
in application in industry. 
Vibration 
Another one-eighth of the tool wear monitoring research used vibration as the indirect 
monitoring features. The accelerometer is the common device used in applying the vibration 
principle to detect tool condition. The studies using vibration to detect tool wear in the past 
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decade include: Kim and Klamecki (1997), Ko and Cho (1998), Roth and Pandit ( 1999), and 
Lei and others (1999). Button and others (2000) had different ideas; they tried to use multiple 
sensors to monitor tool wear. 
Even though Button et al. (2000) stress the importance of using multiple sensors to 
improve the monitoring, their analyses show that, with the use of both cutting force and 
vibration in their experiments, the performance o f their monitoring systems will be equally 
great with or without the vibration signature. This shows that the vibration sensors are not the 
best candidate for tool wear monitoring. 
Visual Signals and Miscellaneous Features 
Visual signals are also used to detect tool wear. In the studies of Fan and Du (1996) 
and Ryabov and others ( 1996), laser sensors are used to produce visual patterns to monitor 
tool wear. If the light diffraction or light displacement changes, one can conclude that the 
geometry of the tool has changed. 
Other features were used in the past decade in the tool wear monitoring research. 
Aovama and his colleagues developed a sensor for detecting cutting torque in milling 
processes using magnetostrictive effect (1998). Li and Li developed a polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) sensor to detect tool wear. 
These sensor techniques were at their experimental stage. They need a lot more 
research to prove useful to industry. 
Cutting Force 
The most popular technique of all is the usage of cutting force as a feature to 
determine tool wear. Almost half of the studies in the past ten years used dynamometers to 
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detect cutting force signals to help monitor tool wear. The principle of using cutting force to 
monitor tool wear is simple: sharp tools require less force compared to dull (or partially 
damaged tools) ones to cut the same material (Tansel et al., 1999). Researchers have found 
that cutting force has parameters that correlate closely with flank wear. 
Several studies have been dedicated to finding the relationships between cutting force 
coefficients and tool wear. Teitenberg et al. (1992) tried to monitor tool wear by using force 
coefficients and force ratio as a function of tool wear. They calculated force coefficients as 
functions of average chip thickness, average cutting edge length, and tool wear. Upon this 
study and the cutting force coefficients model developed by Fu (1985), Lin and Yang (1995) 
built equations for both tangential and radial cutting force coefficients in the face milling 
operations with fly cutting single workpiece geometry. The attempt of using the equations to 
estimate tool wear was not satisfactory because the results were not stable and resulted in the 
accuracy only close to 60%. As a follow-up of the previous paper, Lin and Lin (1996) 
extended the study to multi-tooth face multiple workpiece geometries with different inputs 
and decision mechanisms. They used feed rate, workpiece width, eccentricity of cutter, and 
cutting force as inputs, and neural network back-propagation algorithm and a regression 
model as the decision mechanism. The results are much improved. With the regression model 
they can obtain about 70% accuracy in estimating tool wear, while with the neural network 
system they were able to gain 90.45% accuracy. 
Wilcox. Reuben, and Souquet (1997) combined signals from both cutting force and 
acoustic emission to monitor tool insert geometry. They created different tool insert wear 
geometries artificially: flank wear, crater wear, notch wear, changes in local rake angle, and 
edge breakdown. From the cutting force signals and AE signals collected for each artificially 
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created tool wear geometry, the researchers found the close relationship between these 
geometries and signals. One of the major conclusions is that artificial flank wear alone 
cannot represent natural tool wear properly through the monitoring of cutting force signals. 
Therefore, in the study of in-process tool wear estimation in milling using cutting 
force model. Choudhury and Subhashree (2000) used natural tool wear to collect data. They 
developed their own mathematical model with the inputs of cutting speed, feed per tooth, 
depth of cut and tangential cutting force. They improved the accuracy of monitoring tool 
wear in milling operations to about 95%. 
In an ambitious study, Dutta et al. (2000) also used natural tool wear by wearing tools 
with many passes. They used an artificial neural network to test seven different combinations 
of inputs ( from 7 to 13 inputs). They considered that many factors could contribute to a 
successful prediction: cutting speed, feed rate, cutting force (maximum cutting force in x-
direction, standard deviation of cutting force in x-direction, three peak force signals in y-
direction, standard deviation of cutting force in y-direction), chip color, chip shape, tool 
overhang, hardness of the material, and average rms vibration. Because they did not provide 
numerical data, the actual accuracies of their systems are not available. However, they 
claimed to have reduced the error to 1.003 xl0~3. Two conclusions among others are: sensor 
fusion, i.e. the use of signatures from multiple sensors, has been observed to improve the 
performance of tool wear monitoring; the best performance of the network was obtained with 
the inclusion of the chip shape and chip color together with the seven parameters of the basic 
cutting parameters with or without the signature of vibration. 
Therefore, several points could be concluded from the discussion above: 
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1. Cutting force signal is the most important factor in monitoring tool wear. Along with 
cutting parameters, they can make a good team in monitoring tool w ear. One of the 
reasons that cutting force is more useful than vibration or acoustic emission on tool 
wear monitoring has been long proved and present. Martin et al. (1985) concluded 
after a series of tests that, within the tool wear region, cutting force monitoring 
provides better assessment of the tool condition than by acoustic emission or any 
other technique. 
2. The research of monitoring tool wear in milling operations with a dynamometer to 
detect cutting force seems mature already, but there is a room for improvement. The 
reasons are as follows: 
a. The cutting force used in the past studies is either cutting force in x- direction, 
cutting force in y-direction, their resultant force, or tangential force, etc. 
There is no report on why those forces arc chosen. Therefore, a study of 
choosing the best cutting force for monitoring from so many different 
variations is important. 
b. In the past decade's studies of monitoring tool wear with cutting force signals, 
most of them either used neural network or mathematical models to predict 
tool wear. The use of decision mechanisms such as fuzzy logic or neural fuzzy 
are not seen. Therefore, the studies using different approaches to monitor tool 
wear still will be needed. 
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Decision Mechanisms 
In an indirect in-process intelligent monitoring system, sensors are like eyes to watch 
carefully what is going on in a machining operation. However, it still requires a brain to 
process all the information gained through these "eyes" to make decisions for the actions. 
The "brain" of a monitoring system is called the decision mechanism or the expert system for 
that monitoring system. The decision mechanism is a computer program that simulates the 
thought process of a human expert to solve complex decision problems in a specific domain. 
Many studies in the past used the classical approach - mathematical process models -
as decision mechanisms to monitor tool wear (Cho et al., 2000; Saved et al., 2001, Srinivasa 
Pai, & Ramakrishna Rao, 2002) trying to describe the tool wear problems with mathematical 
precision. However, the real world is too complex and complicated to be described precisely, 
because the closer one looks at a real-world problem, the fuzzier becomes its solution 
(Czogala & Leski, 2000). An alternative to the classical approach, computational 
intelligence, based on the principle of human learning from experts and more similar to what 
happen in real-world, is getting much attention for monitoring tool wear. 
Several computational intelligence oriented decision mechanisms that were widely 
used in monitoring tool wear in the past, along with their related studies, are reviewed and 
evaluated in the following passages. 
Regression Model 
A regression is to try to determine the relationship between two random 
variables % and X In the real world, it is not common that one thing is totally related to 
another. Hence using a regression to predict something from one single dependent variable 
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usually is not sufficient. The more popular form now is a multiple-regression model. The 
general purpose of multiple regression (the term was first used by Pearson, 1908) is to learn 
more about the relationship between several independent or predictor variables and a 
dependent or criterion variable (Battelle, 2001). For the research of in-process tool wear 
monitoring, tool wear can be predicted through other predictor variables with a multiple-
regression model. 
Among the recent papers, two studies used regression approaches. In the study of Luo 
et al. (1993). a least-square regression function (just a single regression) of detected 
amplitude accumulation (DAA) of the AE signal in time domain was used. The measurement 
of DAA is corresponding to the tool life definition and related to the given value of tool life 
without using any machining parameters. In that case, the value of the tool life of a certain 
tool has to be given to the system. This was a step further from the current common practice 
in industry (see Chapter One and Figure 1.3). However, variations of a tool life still exist, and 
that is not something this kind of studies can avoid. So even though this study claimed to 
have the accuracy of 90%, it still has room for improvement. In Lin and Lin's paper (1996), 
they used cutting force coefficient as the output of a multiple-regression model because "the 
cutting force coefficients linearly increase as tool wear increases." The inputs they chose for 
this multiple-regression model were the average chip thickness and the tooth number. 
However, the accuracy in their study is still not good enough: it is only about 70%. 
The multiple-regression model is still a promising tool in predicting tool wear once 
the inputs are carefully selected and the number of the inputs increases. Because cutting 
environment (tool, material, and cutting parameters) might change all the time, to monitor 
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tool wear on-line, it is recommended that cutting parameters are selected as a part of inputs 
of the multiple-regression model. 
Artificial Neural Networks 
An artificial neural network (ANN) is an information-processing paradigm inspired 
by the way the densely interconnected, parallel structure of the human brain processes 
information. Artificial neural networks are collections of mathematical models that emulate 
some of the observed properties of biological nervous systems and draw on the analogies of 
adaptive biological learning. The key element of the ANN paradigm is the novel structure of 
the information processing system. It is composed of a large number of highly interconnected 
processing elements that are analogous to neurons and are tied together with weighted 
connections that are analogous to synapses. With large amount of training cycles, the ANN 
structure will become stable for use. Therefore, an artificial neural network can be used to 
predict tool wear with carefully selected inputs. The following table (Table 2.2) is the list of 
the three most recent papers that used artificial neural networks as decision mechanisms to 
estimate tool wear in milling operations. 
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Table 2.2. The recent published studies using ANN to monitor tool wear. 
Note: 
RAN: Resource Allocation Network AE: Acoustic Emission 
Authors) 
Pub­
lished 
Year 
Type of 
ANN 
Sensor(s) Input(s) Output(s) 
Cutting 
Condi­
tions 
Training/ 
Testing 
Data Sets 
Accuracy 
Tansel, 
et al. 1997 ART2 AE N/A N/A Fixed 18/6 76.6% 
Wilkinson 
et al. 1999 BP AE 
Five tool 
wear 
correlated 
features 
Light, 
medium, 
heavy 
wears 
Fixed 12/? 
N/A 
(Dissatis 
factory!) 
Pai et al. 2001 RAN 
and B P AE 
Twelve 
tool wear 
correlated 
features 
Tool 
wear 
length 
Cutting 
Speed 
(%3), 
feed 
/tooth 
(xl2) 
69/17 65% and 89% 
From the table it is easy to see that none of the above studies produced satisfying 
accuracies. By checking the sensors they used it is revealed that all of them used AE sensors, 
which is not the best tool for monitoring tool wear as indicated in the first section. 
The results from these three papers show that with many efforts made in the past on 
using artificial neural networks to monitor tool wear in milling operations, the accuracy is 
still not satisfactory. Hence, finding an approach to improve the accuracy and/or reduce 
training time is still necessary. The research believes the BP is still a better mechanism for 
decisions based on the recent studies. However, with the consideration of using cutting force 
sensors (which are considered the best choice for tool wear monitoring as shown in Section 
2.1 ) and different cutting conditions, a tool wear monitoring system with an artificial neural 
network can be a lot more accurate on prediction. 
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Fuzzy logic 
Fuzzy logic is a type of logic. Logic refers to the study of methods and principles of 
human reasoning. Compared to classical logic, which deals with propositions that are either 
true or false, fuzzy logic considers most of events in the world partially true and partially 
false. Fuzzy logic does not use classical crisp sets of data. Instead, fuzzy sets are used to 
describe how much "similarity" these data have toward certain discrete values. So these data 
in a certain fuzzy set are not "absolute members." They have only "partial" membership. 
Every element in a fuzzy set has different degree of membership (from 0 to 1). On the other 
hand, a certain element can exist in two or more distinct fuzzy sets. For example, if 70 years 
of age is defined "old" and 30 years of age is defined "young," then 60 years of age can be 
described having 0.75 degree of membership in the "old" fuzzy set and 0.25 degree of 
membership in the "young" fuzzy set. After several fuzzy sets, along with their membership 
functions, are built, IF-THEN fuzzy rules are defined, and precise mathematical formulas are 
employed, an output feature can be evaluated on several related input characteristics with 
several fuzzy sets each. Because fuzzy logic is closer to the real life in many aspects than 
isclassical logic, it has been applied to many fields, including machining monitoring. 
There have been several studies in the last decade employing fuzzy logic to monitor 
tool wear. Ko and Cho (1993) proclaim that geometric accuracy and surface roughness are 
mainly affected by flank wear at the minor cutting edge in finish machining. So they used 
fuzzy logic to detect minor flank wear in finish milling, and they were able to reach the 
accuracy of 88%. Lei et al. ( 1999) improved the drawback of the fuzzy logic regarding time-
consuming membership function building by integrating fuzzy logic with genetic algorithms 
to give fuzzy logic self-learning capability. In their study they attain the accuracy level of 
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83%. Susanto and Chen(2002) improved the accuracy of their fuzzy-logic-based tool wear 
monitoring system with a dynamometer to over 90%. However, they used the resultant force 
of the x and y directions without further testing if that was the most proper cutting force 
representation. Besides, the experiment conducted in their study used only one insert for a 3-
insert face mill. The application of the results have a great limitation in industry, because it is 
rare in industry to use only one insert on a face mill. 
Past fuzzy logic studies (Lei et al.. 1999; Kao, 2001) suggest that building traditional 
fuzzy logic rule bases and membership functions are too subjective and time-consuming. 
They also lack learning capability. Its weaknesses could be strengthened if the combination 
of fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks (Fuzzy-Nets) is used. However, building a rule 
bank for a fuzzy-nets system requires a lot of experimental data. Any assistance to identify 
proper rules to help fill in missing rule bank cells will shorten the training (building) process. 
The whole fuzzy logic system can be a lot more powerful if both the artificial neural 
networks and a simple assisting algorithm (such as a regression model) are used. 
Conclusions of the Literature Review 
The literature reviewed above gives the research a better scope of how to conduct a 
further in-process tool wear monitoring research in milling operations with the following 
tasks: 
1. The analysis of cutting force to determine the most related force 
combination for tool wear monitoring. 
2. Using a multiple regression model to predict tool wear with the inputs from 
cutting force and other cutting features. 
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3. Using a back-propagation artificial neural network to predict tool wear. 
4. Using a modified fuzzy-nets model (with assistance from multiple-
regression) to predict tool wear. 
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CHAPTER 3. A MULTIPLE-REGRESSION MODEL FOR MONITORING TOOL 
WEAR WITH A DYNAMOMETER IN MILLING OPERATIONS 
(A paper submitted to the Journal of Technology Studies) 
Jacob C. Chen and Joseph C. Chen 
Iowa State University 
Introduction 
Increasing product quality is one of the major goals in manufacturing industry. 
Product quality is greatly associated with cutting tool conditions. Catching poor tool 
conditions early in the production will help reduce defects. However, with current CNC 
technology, manufacturers still rely mainly on workers' experiences to operate and monitor 
machines to avoid defects from poor tool conditions. Therefore, the research on integrating a 
tool condition monitoring system in the machine to allow an on-line, real-time monitoring to 
reduce the dependence on non-reliable human operations becomes valuable. 
Any effective monitoring system must sense tool conditions, allow for effective tool 
change strategies when tools deteriorate, and maintain proper cutting conditions throughout 
the process (Lee et al., 1996). Among the many possible machining conditions that could be 
monitored, tool wear is the most critical for ensuring uninterrupted machining. 
The traditional process for predicting the life of a machine tool involves Taylor's 
(1906) equation ( VT" = C, where Vis cutting speed, T is tool life, and n and C are 
coefficients) for tool life estimation. This equation played an important role in machining 
tool development (Kattan & Currie, 1996). Since advanced machining was introduced in the 
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mid 1900s, various tool wear monitoring methods have been proposed to expand the scope 
and complexity of Taylor's equation. However, none of these extensions was successfully 
adopted in industry universally due to the complex nature of the machining process. 
Therefore, there have been many attempts to explore other more promising ways for 
monitoring tool wear on-line using computers and sensing techniques (Atlas et al., 2000; Li 
& Tzeng, 2000; Pai et al., 2001; Roth & Pandit, 1999; Wilkinson et al., 1999). Again, none 
of the in-process monitoring systems have ever been applied in any form in industry because 
research is still at the estimation stage; the systems are too immature to implement for 
monitoring (Waurzyniak, 2001). 
Therefore, researchers saw a need to explore an experimental and statistical approach 
in developing an in-process tool wear monitoring (ITWM) system. In order to accomplish 
this goal, this ITWM system requires an integration of sensing and decision making 
techniques. 
Studies in the past have shown that the dynamometer was much more effective than 
any other sensors in the field of tool wear (Dutta et al., 2000; Wilkinson et al., 1999). 
However, before using a dynamometer as the sensor for tool wear monitoring, one more job 
has to be done. Due to the nature of the cutting force being complex (it varies in different 
directions and varies throughout the whole revolution of the spindle), it is sensible to, when 
tool wear occurs, conduct a cutting force analysis experimentally and statistically to find out 
the cutting force representation that could best predict tool wear. 
There is no doubt that the dynamometer is the most effective sensor available for 
monitoring tool wear. However, for the decision mechanism in tool wear monitoring, past 
studies have used different decision mechanisms, either classic mathematical equations (Cho 
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et al., 2000; Sarhan et al., 2001) or expert systems (Dutta et al., 2000; Susanto & Chen, 
2002), based on different interests. In the study, a multiple regression approach was used as 
the decision mechanism in the proposed ITWM system. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of the study was to develop an ITWM system using cutting force as a 
sensing signal and integrating the multiple regression approach as the decision mechanism 
into the system. In order to develop the proposed ITWM system, the outcomes of the 
following two research tasks were expected: 
1. Identifying the cutting force representation that could best predict tool wear. 
2. Building and testing an in-process tool wear prediction system, which was a 
multiple-regression model in this study, with the cutting force identified from the 
first task. 
Architecture of In-Process Tool Wear Prediction System 
In this study, the ITWM system that integrated multiple-linear regression can be 
named the multiple-linear-regression (MLR) based in-process tool wear prediction (MLR-
ITWP) system. The input variables were feed rate (F), depth of cut (D), and cutting force 
(Fc), while the only output variable was tool wear (Vb). The architecture of the MLR-ITWP 
system is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The architecture of the MLR-ITWP system 
In the MLR-ITWP system, the ways the three inputs entered the system were as 
follows: both feed rate and depth of cut were controlled and programmed into the Fadal 
machine, while cutting force signals were collected through a dynamometer and converted to 
the digital format through an A/D (analogy/digital) converter. The digitalized cutting force 
data per revolution of the spindle were simplified to a representing value, the selection of 
which was through the force analysis. The detail of the force analysis will be shown later. 
The following section shows the experimental setup for the study. 
Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 2. The dynamometer sensor was 
mounted on the feeding table of the Fadal vertical machining center with the workpieces/tool 
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holder on the top of the sensor. The proximity sensor was mounted on the spindle and 
connected to a power supply. Through an A/D converter, the signals from both sensors were 
collected and converted into digital codes on the computer. 
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Figure 2. Experimental setup of hardware 
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Hardware 
Two sensors were used in the study: Kistler 9257B type dynamometer sensor, which 
is capable of detecting force signals on three orthogonal directions (fx, Fy, and fz), and 
Micro Switch 922 series 3-wire DC proximity, which is used to decide the starting point of 
each revolution of the spindle in the force diagram (see Figure 3). Together, these two 
sensors were used in the study to determine the cutting force magnitude. 
Cutting Force Signal 
Proximity 
Figure 3. An example of cutting force signal converted as collectable digital data 
An RCA WP-703A power supply is used to provide about 2.5V of electromotive 
force to operate the proximity. A Kistler Type 5010 amplifier is used to amplify the force 
signals from the dynamometer to the maximum of 10V. An Omega CIO-DAS-1602/12 A/D 
converter is used to convert cutting force analog data to digital data. AP5 133 personal 
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computer is used to collect data from the A/D converter, which originated from the proximity 
sensor and the dynamometer sensor. 
The workpiece material used in the study is 1018 steel. A VNE90-1250C 3-insert mill 
with 1.25" cut diameter is used to hold inserts. APKT 160408R coated carbide inserts are 
mounted on the tool holder for the milling machining. A Meiji EMZ-5TR Zoom Stereo 
Microscope is used to observe and measure the flank wears on the inserts. 
Identifying the Best-Predicting Cutting Force Representation 
The first run of experiment and data analysis was conducted for force analysis to 
identify the best cutting force representation for tool wear prediction. 
Experiment of Force Analysis 
The first part of the study included deciding upon the cutting force representation to 
be recorded and entered into the prediction system in the second part of the study. 
Past experiments reveal that in end milling operations, the Z direction (the vertical direction) 
component of the cutting force was insignificant on tool wear monitoring compared to the 
other two orthogonal directions, X and Y, and can be ignored (Chen, 2000). Therefore, the 
selection of the force directions was limited to the forces in the X and Y directions and the 
resultant force of the two: and where 7%. = . 
For each of these three directions of cutting forces, one could identify two possible cutting 
force representations: average force (F ) and average peak force (^ ). Therefore, six cutting 
force representations can be identified as in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Six Cutting Force Representations and Formulae 
Representation Formula 
F, F: i=i 
m 
F„ Ek'l i= i  
m 
F T.* /=! 
m 
F 
n-1 
A=0 
( = 4-] +1, A[-] + 2,-, A[-] + [-]}} /» 
MM MM 
F 
«-1 
/l=0 
E| / = + 1 ,  + 2 ,  - ,  4^]+A)) / m. 
M ' 
. m ,  r m .  
M M 
F 
«-1 
f = AA + l, AA + 2, -, ^ ] + A}} / m. 
n n n 
Where m is the total number of cutting force signals collected in a revolution, and n is 
the number of the mill inserts (in the study, «=3). 
To decide the best cutting force representation for predicting tool wear in the first part 
of the study, the only independent variable was the flank wear (Vb) of the tool, and the only 
dependent variable was the cutting force. The rest of cutting conditions were set to fixed 
values: feed rate=5 in/min, spindle speed=1800 rpm, and the depth of cut=0.05 inch. 
The worn tools used in the study were collected from a local manufacturer. Since the 
wear on the tools was produced from the real machine cuts, the geometry of the flank wear 
was somewhat irregular (see Figure 4). Therefore, the maximum flank wear was measured 
and recorded to represent the wear of the tool. 
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Maximum flank 
wear length was 
_ measured as tool 
wear value (Vb) 
Figure 4. A typical flank wear geometry on an edge of an insert 
Correlations of six cutting force combinations and tool wear 
One of the easiest ways to identify the best cutting force representation out of the six 
was to compare the correlations of these cutting force combinations and tool wear. The 
correlation coefficients were determined by using Microsoft Excel, and the formula for the 
correlation coefficients is: 
PVb-Fck = l ' ~ l  "  ( 1 )  
where * is the correlation coefficient between tool wear (K6) and cutting force 
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combination & (Fc*) ; P6, is the tool wear value of the cut, while n is the total number of 
the training data sets. In this study, n = 13, Vb = yVbt /n , and Fck - yFck, /» . 
,=i / M / 
With six cutting force combinations, six different correlation coefficients were 
obtained: , and . The largest correlation coefficient 
among the six indicates that the correlation is the greatest and the cutting force combination 
in that correlation is the best one to predict tool wear. 
Results of Force Analysis 
The following table (Table 2) shows the results of the experiment. 
able 2 Results of force analysis 
Cut Number Wear (mm) 
Average Peak 
Fx Fy Fr Fx Py Fr 
1 0.34 0.8003 0.7172 1.1956 2.1142 1.9287 2.3915 
2 0.39 1.2766 1.1874 1.8677 2.3079 2.0540 2.7926 
3 0.23 0.8459 1.0351 1.3860 1.5723 1.5283 1.8643 
4 0.31 0.7511 0.7826 1.2227 1.9499 1.4632 2.3893 
5 0.33 0.5733 0.6954 1.0166 1.3379 1.4876 1.8119 
6 0.35 1.4359 1.0903 1.8804 2.4902 2.1501 2.9104 
7 0.42 0.6678 0.8401 1.1615 1.5137 1.6260 1.9803 
8 0.45 1.6609 1.0004 2.0383 2.6432 1.9548 2.9008 
9 0.06 0.4661 0.4988 0.7921 1.4746 1.2337 1.8933 
10 0.06 0.5460 0.6107 0.9390 1.0970 1.3346 1.6450 
11 0.63 0.9694 0.9841 1.4799 1.8359 2.0508 2.4459 
12 0.63 1.2377 1.1516 1.7957 2.3616 2.3242 2.8670 
13 0.50 0.8614 0.8832 1.3968 1.5804 1.6781 2.2102 
r 0.5411 0.6692 0.6227 0.5160 0.7795 0.6259 
p-value 
(nondirectional) 0.0562 0.0124 0.0230 0.0711 0.0017 0.0221 
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From the table it can be concluded that the average peak forces in one revolution in 
the Y direction had the greatest correlation coefficient (0.78) with p-value 0.002. However, 
the "Y" direction here is not the same as the machine "Y;" it is the Y values from the 
dynamometer, which was oriented differently from the machine. Therefore, the "Y" direction 
in this study is better defined as f&e dwvcf&w: M f&e «ffrecfww f&e foA/g 
(see Figure 5). The theoretical reasons, although not included in the study, are definitely 
important to explore in the future. 
Developing the MLR-ITWP System 
After the best cutting force representation for predicting tool wear had been identified as 
the average peak forces in one revolution in the Y direction (J?), all the input values for the 
Table 
Feed 
Figure 5. Definition of cutting force directions 
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MLR-ITWP system were clearly defined. The second run of experiments and data analyses 
was then conducted for developing the MLR-ITWP system. 
Experiment of Monitoring Tool Wear 
Cwffmg CcWzfzoM iSWecfzoM 
General cutting conditions usually refer to three major cutting parameters: feed rate, 
spindle speed, and depth of cut. From the tool wear research done in the past (Lin & Lin, 
1996; Susanto & Chen, 2002), spindle speed was not a significant factor in predicting tool 
wear. To simplify the study, spindle speed was therefore fixed in the study; only feed rate 
and depth of cut varied. The values of the cutting conditions were as follows: 
Feed rate (x4): 5, 7, 9,11, and 13 inch/minute 
Depth of cut (x3): 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, and 0.06 inch 
Spindle speed: 1,200 rpm 
Tool Wear 
In the beginning of the experiment, all the tool wears of the industry-used inserts 
were classified into five range groups: 0.20-0.29, 0.30-0.39,0.40-0.49, 0.50-0.59 and 0.60-
0.69 mm, with the first group considered the lightest wear and the last group the heaviest 
wear. During the experiment, both two sets of the inserts in the 0.60-0.69 mm group were 
worn out quickly and fractured in the third cut, which was quite different from the other 
inserts (they remained almost intact during the experiment). For this reason, it could be 
concluded that for this kind of coated carbide insert the tool life ends when it reaches the 
wear range of 0.60 mm. 
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Because many more industry-used inserts broke during the experiment and the 
replacement from the industry was not available, the researchers decided to change to brand-
new inserts and grind the inserts artificially to the wear level of interest. In the study, the 
inserts were finely ground to even artificial tool wear with values of 0.25, 0.35, 0.45 and 0.55 
mm (the 0.60 mm tool wear limit was observed.) 
With two factors from the cutting condition and one factor from the tool wear, the 
experimental design of the study was a factorial design with three factors: feed rate (x5), 
depth of cut (x5) and tool wear (x4). The data to be collected were the cutting forces (that is, 
the best predicting cutting force representation concluded from the first part of the study: the 
average peak forces in the "Y" direction). 
Results of Monitoring Tool Wear 
The data-collecting table shown in Table 3 was used to collect training data to build 
the multiple linear regression model. 
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Table 3. Cutting force data-collecting table 
Feed Rate 
(inch/minute) 
Depth 
of Cut 
(inch) 
Tool Wear 
(mm) 
.25 .35 .45 .55 
5 
.02 0.31 0.23 0.11 0.08 
.03 0.39 0.29 0.18 0.11 
.04 0.45 0.35 0.21 0.17 
.05 0.56 0.41 0.29 0.25 
.06 0.59 0.45 0.37 0.29 
7 
.02 0.39 0.28 0.16 0.13 
.03 0.48 0.37 0.27 0.20 
.04 0.56 0.42 0.35 0.29 
.05 0.64 0.47 0.44 0.38 
.06 0.67 0.54 0.49 0.43 
9 
.02 0.45 0.31 0.21 0.15 
.03 0.52 0.40 0.33 0.25 
.04 0.62 0.43 0.44 0.35 
.05 0.71 0.56 0.52 0.43 
.06 0.76 0.62 0.59 0.54 
11 
.02 0.48 0.40 0.25 0.19 
.03 0.62 0.51 0.36 0.28 
L .04 0.76 0.64 0.50 0.39 
.05 0.81 0.71 0.62 0.47 
.06 0.87 0.76 0.72 0.62 
13 
.02 0.61 0.50 0.31 0.26 
.03 0.71 0.60 0.44 0.35 
.04 0.78 0.72 0.58 0.47 
.05 0.95 0.78 0.71 0.60 
.06 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.72 
Once the best cutting force representation had been decided, the multiple linear 
regression model of tool wear, the MLR-ITWP system in Figure 1, was built with the help of 
the statistical software package IMP. With the considerations of including interactions 
between/among these three factors in the analysis, the regression model has the form of the 
following equation. 
Vb = & + &F + &D + &Fc + &F*D + &D*Fc+ &Fc*F+ &F*D*Fc (2) 
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Where Vb: tool wear (flank); F: feed rate; D: depth of cut; : cutting force (the most 
significant force representation revealed previously); $ (i = 0, 1, ... 7): the coefficients to be 
decided. 
Using the JMP software, all the coefficients A in the model were decided, and the 
regression model was obtained: 
Vb = 0.1615 + 0.0454+F + 5.965*D -0.0429*Fc + 0.1397*F*D -0.0781 *F*Fc -
8.2053*D*Fc + 1.355 l*F*D*Fc (3) 
After the analysis of variance of the regression model, it showed that the F ratio was 
smaller than .0001 and the model is very significant on predicting tool wear. The results of 
the analysis of variance are in Table 4. 
Table 4. ANOVA table of the regression model 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Ratio 
Regression 7 4.1977454 0.599678 749.5519 
Residual 92 0.0736045 0.000800 Prob > F 
C. Total 99 4.2713499 <.0001 
Verification of the MLR-ITWP System 
Once the regression model was formed, the MLR-ITWP (multiple linear regression 
in-process tool wear prediction) system was therefore built. To evaluate the performance of 
the developed system, 9 sets of data were used for testing. The testing data sets were different 
from the 100 sets of training data used to produce the regression models. 
The actual tool wear and the tool wear predicted with the testing data through the 
regression model were then compared. The comparisons of the actual wear and the predicted 
wear of the 9 tests are listed in the table below. The last column of the table is the error, 
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which is the actual tool wear subtracted by the predicted tool wear. The average error is ± 
0.039 mm. 
Table 5. Testing results 
Feed Rate 
(inch/min) 
Depth of Cut 
(inch) 
Cutting Force 
(volt) 
Actual Tool 
Wear (mm) 
Predicted Tool 
Wear (mm) Error (mm) 
5 0.04 0.21256 0.45 0.50 0.05 
7 0.02 0.125604 0.55 0.50 -0.05 
7 0.06 0.492754 0.45 0.44 -0.01 
9 0.04 0.429952 0.35 0.44 0.09 
9 0.06 0.758454 0.25 0.28 0.03 
9 0.06 0.536232 0.55 0.50 -0.05 
11 0.06 0.758454 0.35 0.39 0.04 
13 0.02 0.309179 0.45 0.48 0.03 
13 0.05 0.603865 0.55 0.55 0.00 
Average= ±0.039 
Figure 6 shows the comparison of predicted and measured tool wears magnitude for 
all 9 tests cuts. The results suggest that the proposed MLR-ITWP system could reasonably 
predict the tool wear in an on-line real time fashion. 
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Actual 
Predicted 
Figure 6. The comparisons of the actual and predicted tool wears 
Conclusions 
A new approach of in-process tool wear prediction (MLR-ITWP) system in milling 
operations has been setup, developed, and examined. The system showed the capability of 
predicting the tool wear while the machining is taking place. 
Through this study, a few conclusions could be summarized: 
1. The average peak forces in the Y direction in a revolution best predicts the tool 
wear, among the force directions and the modes considered, in the current study. 
2. This proposed MLR-ITWP system could predict the tool wear value to have average 
error of ± 0.039 mm compared with the actual tool wear. 
3. The proposed ITWP system has its limitations which provide this study the 
opportunity for further possible research on the following lines: 
a. The tool wear used for developing the system were changed from industry-
produced to artificially-ground. The difference between the two wears need 
further study. 
b. During the experiment, the researchers found that tool wear prediction is 
strongly affected by the existence of tool chatter. Therefore, the study of 
chatter prediction and control is also necessary for the development of 
automated machining. 
c. A multiple linear regression model has the limitation that it lacks learning 
capability - it does not allow any future data inputs. It also may limit itself 
from simulating complex non-linear phenomena. Other ITWM systems that 
employ expert systems as decision mechanisms might worth exploring in the 
future. 
d. This research is limited to only one type of tool insert and one type of 
workpiece materials. Enlarge this system to include more cutting tools and 
materials for workpiece could provide better position for this study to be able 
adopted into industrial usage. 
In summary, the study provides the authors a better position for continuing research on 
the tool monitoring system to enable an automated machining process for the future. 
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CHAPTER 4. AN ARTIFICIAL-NEURAL-NETWORKS-BASED IN-PROCESS 
TOOL WEAR PREDICTION SYSTEM IN MILLING OPERATIONS WITH A 
DYNAMOMETER 
(A paper submitted to the International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology) 
Jacob C. Chen and Joseph C. Chen 
Iowa State University 
Abstract 
An Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)-based In-process Tool Wear Prediction (ANN-
ITWP) System has been proposed and evaluated in this study. A total of 100 experimental 
data sets have been received for training through a back-propagation ANN model. The input 
variables for the proposed ANN-ITWP system were feed rate, depth of cut from the cutting 
parameters, and the average peak force in the y-di recti on collected on-line using a 
dynamometer. After the proposed ANN-ITWP system had been established, 9 experimental 
testing cuts were conducted to evaluate the performance of the system. From the test results, 
it was evident that the system could predict the tool wear on-line with an average error of ± 
0.037 mm. Experiments have shown that the ANN-ITWP system is able to detect tool wear 
in 3-insert milling operations "on-line," approaching a real-time basis. 
Key words: dynamometer, cutting force, artificial neural networks, milling, tool wear 
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Introduction 
In machining processes, tool condition is of vital importance, as it affects the quality 
of the product and the efficiency of the process. Tool condition depends on two factors: tool 
wear (gradual deterioration of the tool condition over time) and tool breakage (an abrupt 
change which ends the life of a tool) [1]. Tool wear leads to tool breakage; tool breakage 
leads to the replacement of the tool. When tool breakage occurs, the workpiece is damaged 
and the process loses efficiency. 
To maintain product quality and process efficiency, machining processes attempt to 
prevent tool breakage by predicting when the tool will break. In contemporary industry, the 
prevalent method for predicting tool life is Taylor's Tool Life equation [1], which estimates 
the average tool life under normal operating conditions. However, actual tool life can vary 
drastically due to abnormalities in individual cutting processes. Taylor's equation cannot 
detect these abnormalities; thus, it often fails to predict the actual life of the tool. As a result, 
the tool may break in-process, damaging the workpiece and creating process inefficiency. 
Contemporary manufacturing research is increasingly studying better methods of 
predicting the life of machine tools. The prevalent trend in this research is the monitoring of 
tool wear [2] in order to accurately detect tool life. 
Tool wear can be monitored either out-of-process or in-process.. Out-of-process 
includes either traditionally moving the tool out of the machine to check the wear under a 
microscope, or checking the tool wear with other measuring devices, such as a CCD (charge-
coupled device) camera with a pattern recognition algorithm [3]. Either way, machining has 
to be stopped for the out-of-process tool wear monitoring. On the other hand, in-process tool 
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wear monitoring can take place only during machining processes. Of the two, out-of-process 
tool condition monitoring is less promising since it takes longer to evaluate the tool wear, 
which increases overall machining time. In-process tool monitoring leads to optimum process 
efficiency, but depends on well-selected sensors to play the critical role. 
In the past, various kinds of sensor technologies have been utilized in monitoring tool 
wear. Acoustic emission, vibration, and cutting force are the signals most often used in 
monitoring tool wear. However, the most effective technique of all is the use of cutting force 
to determine tool wear. Almost half of the studies in the past ten years have used 
dynamometers to detect cutting force signals to help monitor tool wear in milling operations 
[4, 5, 6, 7, 2]. However, none of these studies involved in-process tool monitoring. Therefore, 
the purpose of the present study is to develop a real-time, in-process tool wear monitoring 
system in milling operations using force signals while machining processes are taking place 
and using artificial neural network decision making to improve the accuracy of the system. . 
Cutting Force in Milling Operations 
The machine operation of interest in the study is milling. Milling is a basic machining 
process by which a surface is generated by progressive chip removal. In nearly all cases, a 
multiple-tooth cutter is used so that the material removal rate is high [1], The path of a 
milling cutter tooth can be approximated as a circle. Therefore, the cutting force can be 
considered in two directions: tangential and radial (see Figure 1). 
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F eed 
Figure 1. The cutting force exerted on the chip that is being cut by one milling cutter tooth. 
The cutting force can be analyzed in two directions: tangential (Ft) and radial (Fr). 
The tangential force acting on the chip cross-section is the product of the cross-
sectional area of the un-defbrmed chip and cutting pressure (F=AP), where X is the cross-
sectional area and the cutting pressure P can be viewed as the tangential cutting force 
coefficient, , and the radial force acting along the cutting edge is obtained by multiplying 
the tangential cutting force by an empirical constant^. The cross-sectional areaX can be 
further defined as the product of the chip thickness w and the depth of cut D. Hence these 
two forces can be written as: 
= (1) 
F/i,# = W(W) (2) 
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where f] (;, is the tangential force acting on tooth z at an angle of cutter rotation ^  
is the radial force acting on tooth i at an angle of cutter rotation (p ; w; is the instantaneous 
chip thickness; and D is the depth of cut. 
The instrument used to measure cutting force is the dynamometer sensor. However, the 
dynamometer can only measure the force in the directions of x, y. Therefore, the forces in the 
tangential and radial directions need to be expressed in the format of the x and y forces (see 
Figure 2). 
(a) 
Tooth i 
Rotation 
Feed Direction 
(b) 
Figure 2. Illustrations of the cutting force configuration in milling, (a) shows the angle of 
rotation <p. (b) shows the cutting force in the tangential and the radial directions in relation to 
the x and y directions.. 
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The following equations show the cutting forces in the x and the y directions in terms 
of tangential and radial forces. 
F, (;, % W) = ^  (z, cos 77, - F; (z, sin 77,. (3) 
F,, (z, 77, ((6)) = (z, sin 77, + F, (z, cos 77, (4) 
where <J) is the angle of cutter rotation, 77, (the angle between FT and FX ) is equal to 
270° - , and ^  the angle of the tooth z. 
Because sin77, = sin(270° -6*,) = - cos#, and cos77, = cos(270° -#.) = -sindj, 
equations (3) and (4) are transformed to 
F, (:, <9, (^)) = -F; (z, sin + 7%. (z, cos (5) 
^ (f, (^)) = -F; (z, cos g, - 7%. (z, sin (6) 
The instantaneous cutting force in the .v and y directions for a cutter with n teeth is 
expressed as: 
FX^ = Z%™-^(f^)sin^+FX/^)cos#,] (7) 
j-1 
^ W = (<9, (^))[-/% ((, cos - /%. (z, sin #, ] (8) 
i=\ 
where 5(S,(#)) = {' ,fS™ <(>> <6"« (9) 
(0 otherwise, 
and 6m and 0oui are the entry and exit angles of the tooth. For full immerge end 
mill cutting, =90° and 6^=270°. 
Using equations (1) and (2), equations (7) and (8) can be reconstructed as: 
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F,(?>) = ][a(^)Kw,D[-sine, cos#,] (10) 
i=1 
^ (f)) = %]%(^))^,D[-cos<9, -sin#,] (11) 
i~ 1 
From the equations above, it is easy to conclude that the cutting force is a dependent 
factor of the angle of cutter rotation (%/), depth of cut (D) ,  and feed rate (the width of the 
cross-sectional area w is a dependent factor of the feed rate). At a constant feed rate, when 
the tool wear on the flank surface increases (which means the thickness of the cross-sectional 
area wi of the tooth i is reduced ), the cutting force decreases. This conclusion is aligned w ith 
Tansel and others' observation [8]: a sharp tool requires less force to make a successful cut 
than a dull (or partially damaged) tool. Therefore, cutting force using a dynamometer can be 
used to detect the change of tool wear in milling operations. 
However, there are many elements of force data collected through a dynamometer in 
a revolution of a spindle. In previous work (Chen and Chen. 2003 ), among ten cutting force 
possible representations (the overall average force in the x direction, the overall average 
force in the y direction, the overall average resultant force of x and v, the average of peak 
forces in the x direction, the average of peak forces in the y direction, and the average of 
resultant peak forces of x and y), it was proven that the average of the absolute values of the 
peak forces in the y direction (the direction perpendicular to the direction of the table feed) is 
the most significant signal for predicting tool wear. Therefore, the cutting force mentioned in 
the rest of the study is referred to the average peak force in the y-direction. 
By monitoring cutting force and controlling cutting conditions, the system can sense 
tool change. The sensor dynamometer used in the study is like an eye to the machine that 
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monitors tool wear by observing the change of the cutting force. With the sensor chosen, 
integrating a decision-making mechanism into the system to give the machine the capability 
of interpreting and reacting to data from the sensors will make the development of the system 
complete. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) were proposed in the study as the decision-
making mechanism in the in-process tool wear prediction (ANN-ITWP) system illustrated in 
Figure 3. The structure, the training and the testing procedures of the artificial neural 
networks will be further discussed in the next section. 
Machining 
Process 
Machining 
Parameters 
Dynamometer 
Sensor 
-fof "]«•— 
Proximity 
Sensor 
Average Peak 
Cutting Force in 
ANN-ITWP 
System 
Feed Rate (F) 
Predicted 
Too/ fPleer 
Depth of Cut (D) 
Figure 3 The architecture of the proposed ANN-ITWP system 
Overview of Artificial Neural Networks 
This section covers three areas: the structure, training, and testing of the artificial 
neural networks. 
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(1) The structure of the artificial neural networks 
An artificial neural network (ANN) is an information-processing paradigm modeled 
after the densely interconnected, parallel structure of the human brain. ANNs are 
interconnected collections of mathematical models that emulate some of the observed 
properties of biological nervous systems and draw on the analogies of adaptive biological 
learning. The key element of the ANN paradigm is the novel structure of the information 
processing system. It is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing 
elements that are analogous to neurons and are tied together with weighted connections that 
are analogous to synapses (see Figure 4). 
hi hn 
y 
Figure 4. The structure of the artificial neural network in the study 
with the back-propagation algorithm 
To work successfully, the ANN must undergo a large number of training cycles. 
Among the successful implementations of an ANN, the back-propagation training method is 
most reliable. The back-propagation training algorithm is an iterative gradient algorithm 
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designed to minimize the mean square error between the actual output of the hidden layers 
and the desired output. It requires continuous differcntiable non-linearities. The most used 
non-linearity for the back-propagation algorithm is a sigmoid logistic function 
/ ( a )  =  
,
( 1 2 )  
where 6 is the internal threshold or offset. With the sigmoid logistic function defined in 
Equation (12), the back-propagation learning algorithm that was adapted in the study is 
composed of the steps in the next section. 
(2) Steps of ANN-BP training 
One: Defermzfze f/ze arfz/zczW newraZ fzehwr&y jfrwcfwre, wzzfza/ cofz/zecfzofz wezg&fj, oW 
The best structure is identified through comparing the RMS (root mean square) error 
of each structure. This error-calculation method is used to determine the amount of 
variance between the expected and actual output of an artificial neural network. The 
lower the RMS error, the better the artificial neural network predicts. The structure 
(see Figure 4) follows the model of z-A/-...-/z*-o, where z and o are the numbers of 
neurons in the input layer and output layer (in the study, i-3 and 0=1), n is the 
number of the hidden layers, and hi, ... h„ are the numbers of neurons in the 
responding layers to be determined. A multilayer ANN structure with two hidden 
layers is a universal mapper. A universal mapper means that if the number of neurons 
in each layer and the training time is not constrained, then mathematics can prove that 
the networks have the power of solving any problem. If the structure uses two layers, 
then for the first hidden layer, the output of the neurons is: 
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3 
(13) 
where 1 - - V For the second hidden layer, the output of the neurons is: 
=/(]>] Vj-#*) 
v-i (14) 
where For the output layer, the output of the neuron is: 
y = 
(15) 
The initial connection weights and offsets are usually set to small random values, 
such as .0025. 
Ag? Two: Prejenf mpw# and desired owfpw#. 
In this step, input and desired output data sets for training are collected and applied to 
the networks. 
7%reg; Ca/cw/afe fAe acfwa/ ow/pwf. 
By using Equations (12) through (15), the actual output y of the artificial neural 
networks is calculated. 
Aq? fowr; Ca/cw/afe fAe error 6efyreen fAe ca/cw/afed owfpwf and fAe de^/red owfpwf. 
f/ve: fAe we;gA^ o/" fAe weAvorAs. 
To adjust the weights of the networks, the process starts at the output neuron and 
works backward to the first hidden layer. The weights are adjusted by 
% (f + t) = % (0 + ( 1 6) 
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where is the weight from hidden neuron i or from an input to neuron j at time t, 
Xj is either the output of neuron i or an input, ^ is a gain term, and ^' is an error 
term for neuron j. If neuron j is the output neuron, then 
# = Xi - .y)(d - y) (i?) 
where d is the desired output and y is the actual output. If neuron j is an internal 
hidden neuron, then 
(18) 
where k is over all neurons in the layers above neuron j. Convergence is sometimes 
faster if a momentum term is added and weight changes are smoothed by 
w/f +1) = %(f) + + <%(%(f) - %(f -1)) /ig) 
where 0 < a < 1. 
Ag» .Repeaf sfeys 2-J /or eacA frammg pair w«fz/ fAe error of fAe e/ifzre sef w acc^pfa6(y 
/ow. 
In brief, the procedure mentioned above can be described as follows. Several 
structures of neural networks with different numbers of hidden layers and neurons in each 
hidden layer are selected and tested to find the best structure with the lowest mean square 
errors. Then the weights of all the links of the networks are decided. The decision mechanism 
is then developed. However, the training process of back-propagation artificial neural 
networks could be very lengthy because training cycles are repeated by feeding the training 
data many times to obtain a satisfactorily low error rate. 
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(3) Steps of ANN-BP testing 
After the ANN decision mechanism is built, the system can predict an output tool 
wear from an input data set by completing the following steps: 
Step One: Set all the network parameters. 
Step Two: Read weights matrix ( ^ Wji ) and the bias terms (aOwjO). 
Step Three: Load the input vector of the testing data. 
Step Four: Calculate and infer the output. 
Experimental Setup 
The purpose of the study is to develop an in-process tool wear prediction system. The 
methodology in this research was building and testing an artificial neural network (ANN) 
based in-process tool wear prediction (ANN-ITWP) system to predict tool wear. The input 
variables are feed rate (F), depth of cut (D), and cutting force (Fc), while the only output 
variable is tool wear (Vb) as shown in Figure 3. Both feed rate and depth of cut are 
controlled and programmed into the Fadal machine. Cutting force is collected through two 
sensors: dynamometer and proximity. 
The complete experimental setup is shown below in Figure 5 and consists of 
hardware and software setups. 
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Proximity Sensor 
Cutting W 
Dynamometer Sensor 
Dual 
Ampllfer 
Feeding Table Internal A® Converter 
Personal Computer 
Figure 5. Experimental setup of hardware 
Hardware Setup 
The hardware used in the study is listed below: 
» Kistler 9257B type dynamometer sensor, which was capable of detecting force signals 
in three orthogonal directions (Fx ,  Fy ,  and Fz). 
• Micro Switch 922 series 3-wire DC proximity, which was used to decide the starting 
point of each revolution in the force diagram. In Figure 6, the square waves were 
generated through the proximity sensor detecting the passing of the spindle end tenon, 
which was aligned with one of the three inserts mounted on the end mill. 
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* RCA WP-703A power supply was used to provide about 5 V of electromotive force to 
operate the proximity. 
* A Kistler Type 5010 amplifier was used to amplify the force signals from the 
dynamometer to the maximum of 10V. 
» Omega CIO-DAS-1602/12 A/D converter was used to convert analog data to digital 
data. 
e P5 133 personal computer was used to collect data from the A/D converter, which 
originated from the proximity sensor and dynamometer sensor. 
* 1018 steel workpieces were used in the end milling operation. 
* VNE90-1250C 3-insert mill with 1.25" cut diameter was used to hold inserts. 
* APKT 160408R coated carbide inserts. 
* Meiji EMZ-5TR Zoom Stereo Microscope was used to observe and measure the flank 
wears on the inserts. 
Software Setup 
1. The NC program - This program was uploaded to the Fadal machine to use the 3-
insert with a diameter of 1-1/4" face mill for full immerge cut to the workpiece. 
2. A C-based cutting force collecting sub-program - This C-based cutting force program 
allowed the ANN-ITWP system to collect the cutting force signals and proximity 
signals. One example of the collected data is shown in Figure 6. 
3. A C-based average peak force calculation sub-program - This is a C-based sub­
program used to process the received force and proximity digital data and obtain a 
single representing cutting force value during a cut. Since the average of the absolute 
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values of the peak forces in the y direction (the direction perpendicular to the 
direction of the table feed) was the most significant signal for predicting tool wear, 
this sub-program calculated the average peak force in the y-direction as given: 
/r _i_/r 
c- — Pea,c\ peak! peak3 (1()\ 
3 
where F, is the average of three peak cutting forces in the y-direction, 
andf^ ,, 3 are the three peak forces (three peak forces come from the 
three inserts mounted on the mill) in the y-direction within a full revolution of the 
spindle (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. One example of cutting force and the proximity sensor signals 
(feed rate: 13 ipm, spindle speed: 1200 imp, depth of cut: 0.04 in). 
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4. The ANN-weights program - The weights of the BP-artificial neural networks were 
established using commercial software: ThinksPro (copyright© 1994, Logical Designs 
Consulting, Inc.). After the weights of the ANN model were established using 
experimental data, the ANN-ITWP system was developed for testing. This program 
was integrated with the data collection program to reach the level of on-line 
application. 
Experimental design and runs 
The worn tools which were ground artificially were used in the experimental runs. 
The experimental design for collecting data was set up as the following combination of 
machining cuts: feed rate at 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 ipm; Depth of cut at 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06 
inches; flank wear: 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.55 mm of Vb. 
After the software setup was completed, 100 experimental runs were conducted and 
the results are shown in Table 1. Because the tools used in the study were 3-insert mill, the 
tool wear values used in the table are the average wear of the three inserts. With these 
collected data, the ANN-ITWP system was ready to launch its training scheme. 
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Table 1 .The average peak cutting force in the y-direction collected through the 
experimental runs (unit for cutting force is measured in volt) 
Feed Rate 
(inch/minute) 
11 
13 
Depth 
of Cut 
(inch) 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.25 
0.31 
0.39 
0.45 
0.56 
0.59 
0.39 
0.48 
0.56 
0.64 
0.67 
0.45 
0.52 
0.62 
0.71 
0.76 
0.48 
0.62 
0.76 
0.81 
0.87 
0.61 
0.71 
0.78 
0.95 
1.00 
Tool Wear 
(mm) 
.35 
0.23 
0.29 
0.35 
0.41 
0.45 
0.28 
0.37 
0.42 
0.47 
0.54 
0.31 
0.40 
0.43 
0.56 
0.62 
0.40 
0.51 
0.64 
0.71 
0.76 
0.50 
0.60 
0.72 
0.78 
0.91 
0 
0 
.45 
0.11 
0.18 
0.21 
0.29 
0.37 
0.16 
0.27 
35 
44 
49 
'.21 
'.33 
'.44 
'.52 
.59 
.25 
.36 
.50 
62 
0.72 
0.31 
0.44 
0.58 
0.71 
0.86 
0 
Develop the ANN-ITWP system 
Following the above-mentioned training scheme, the ANN-ITWP system was 
conducted as shown in the following steps: 
Orne; Determine the network structure, initial connection weights, and offsets. 
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The task of deciding the structure for an ANN that can be used for the purpose of 
predicting tool wear could be very time-consuming, because trial-and-error is the only way to 
find the best combination of layer number and neuron number of each layer for the optimized 
structure. It is sensible to simplify the task by limiting the maximum hidden layers to only 
two. Using one layer each for the input and output, the total layer number for the artificial 
neural networks used in the study was determined to be either three or four. This total layer 
number allows the load to be greatly reduced. 
Once the layer number was decided, the neuron numbers for the input layer and the 
output layer were also known (feed rate, depth of cut, and cutting force were the three input 
neurons, while tool wear was the only output neuron), the only element that was still 
unknown for the artificial neural networks structure was the neuron numbers for the hidden 
layer(s). Each neuron number of the hidden layer(s) can be any whole number, so the 
possibility of the structure was unlimited. In order for the ANN to be realistic from a 
construction point of view, the limitation on the total possible neuron numbers for each layer 
had to be in place. The neuron number limit in this study was set at 10. Through 
experimentation, if the hidden layer number was two, any combinations of two different 
numbers of neurons for two layers were not better than their counterpart with the same two 
numbers. For example, with the same large number of training cycles, say, 2000, the 4-5, the 
4-6, or the 5-4 had about the same RMS errors as the 5-5. Therefore, another limitation 
decision was observed: only the structure with the same neuron numbers in each layer was 
used to select and test i f the structure contained two hidden layers. With the limitation, the 
candidates for the possible structure were dropped to 20. The optimized structure was 
identified through comparing the RMS (root mean square) error of each structure (see Table 
2). 
Table 2. RMS error comparisons 
Hidden Layer Node RMS Error Hidden Layer Nodes 
RMS 
Error 
1 0.0876 1-1 0.0878 
2 0.0894 2-2 0.0828 
One 
3 0.0891 
Two 
3-3 0.0890 
4 0.0664 4-4 0.0877 
Hidden 5 0.0868 Hidden 5-5 0.0891 
Layer 
6 0.0877 
Layers 
6-6 0.0724 
7 0.0868 7-7 0.0905 
8 0.0669 8-8 0.0505 
9 0.0582 9-9 0.0519 
10 0.0853 10-10 0.0636 
From the comparisons of the RMS errors after the training cycle of 1000, the 8-8 
structure had the lowest RMS error. Therefore, the optimized structure was determined as 3-
8-8-1 (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 The 3-8-8-1 structure artificial neural networks 
in the proposed ANN-ITWP system 
The initial connection weights and offsets were all set to 0.025. In Equation (13), 
the output of the neurons for the first hidden layer were: 
= /(g 0.025%, - 0.025) (21) 
(=i 
where %, =feed rate, x 2  =depth of cut, x3 =cutting force, and 1 < j  < 8 .  For the second hidden 
layer, the output of the neurons (From Equation (14)) were: 
S 
x* = /(][ 0.025%) - 0.025) (22) 
where 1 < k  <  8. For the output layer, the output of the neuron is: 
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y = /(][ 0.025%; - 0.025) (23) 
k=\ 
where y= magnitude of tool wear. 
Two: Present input and desired output. 
In this step, three input (%/ (feed rate), x, (depth of cut) and (cutting force)) and 
one output d (tool wear) from 100 training data sets were applied to the networks. 
Calculate the actual output. Calculate the error between the calculated 
output and the desired output. Adjust the weights of the networks. 
Repeat steps 2-5 for each training pair until the error of the entire set is 
acceptably low. 
Using Equations (12), and (21-23), the actual output y of the networks was 
calculated with the ThinksPro software. 
With the training cycle of 2000, the RMS error was lower than 0.05, which was 
acceptably low, without any over-training effects (the neural networks "memorizes" the 
training data; therefore, the prediction capability for unknown testing data will, on the 
contrary, become low). Such weights for the ANN system have been established and the 
ANN-ITWP system was prepared for testing. 
The testing results for the ANN-ITWP system 
After conducting the training procedure, and after the artificial neural networks had 
been constructed, the ANN-ITWP system was developed for testing. Nine machining 
parameter combinations were randomly selected for the testing. After each testing run, the 
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ANN-ITWP system provided a predicted tool wear value. Thus, this predicted value was 
compared to the artificial tool wear magnitude shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. The testing of the ANN-ITWP system 
Test # Feed Rate (in/min) 
Depth of Cut 
(in) 
Cutting 
Force (V) 
Actual Tool 
Wear (mm) 
Predicted 
Tool Wear 
(mm) 
Error (mm) 
1 7 0.02 0.159420 0.45 0.48 +0.03 
2 11 0.03 0.280193 0.55 0.48 -0.07 
3 7 0.05 0.473430 0.35 0.35 0 
4 5 0.04 0.347826 0.35 0.37 +0.02 
5 11 0.06 0.874396 0.25 0.25 0 
6 9 0.04 0.439614 0.45 0.39 -0.06 
7 13 0.02 0.497585 0.35 0.42 +0.07 
8 7 0.06 0.536232 0.35 0.32 -0.03 
9 11 0.02 0.188406 0.55 0.40 -0.05 
Average = ±0.037 
Figure 8 shows the comparison of predicted and measured tool wear magnitudes for 
all 9 test cuts. The results suggest that the proposed ANN-ITWP system could reasonably 
predict tool wear in an on-line real time fashion. 
Tool 
Wear / 
(mm) 
0.6 -
0.5 -
0.4 -
0.3 -
0.2 -
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0 y o 
1  2 3 4  5  6 7  8 9  S a m p l e  #  
Figure 8. The comparisons of actual tool wear with estimated tool wear predicted 
from the ANN-ITWP system 
Actual Tool Wear 
Estimated Tool Wear 
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Conclusions 
The proposed ANN-ITWP system was proven to be able to predict tool wear, as shown 
in Figure 8. Through this study, a few conclusions could be summarized: 
1. The average peak force in the y-direction provides significant input for this proposed 
ANN-ITWP system, which aligns with the results from [9]. 
2. This proposed ANN-ITWP system could predict the tool wear value with minimum 
error on an average of ± 0.037 mm compared with the actual tool wear values. 
3. The proposed ITWP system has its limitations and these limitations provide the 
following possible research areas that could be considered for further study: 
a. During the experiment, the researchers found that tool wear prediction was 
strongly affected by the existence of tool chatter. Therefore, the study of 
chatter prediction and control is also necessary for the development of 
automated machining. 
b. This research is limited to one type of tool insert and one type of workpiece 
material. Enlarge this system to include more cutting tools and materials for 
workpieces that could provide a better position for this study to be adopted 
into industrial usage. 
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CHAPTER 5. A STATISTICS-ASSISTED FUZZY-NETS-BASED IN-PROCESS 
TOOL WEAR PREDICTION SYSTEM IN MILLING OPERATIONS 
(A paper submitted to the International Journal of Manufacturing Science and Technology) 
Jacob C. Chen and Joseph C. Chen 
Iowa State University 
Abstract 
This paper describes a fuzzy-nets approach with the assistance of a statistical model 
(multiple regression) to create an in-process tool wear prediction (S-FN -ITWP) system, the 
goal of which is to predict tool wear in milling operations under cutting conditions 
determined by feed rate and depth of cut with cutting force detected through a dynamometer. 
After the S-FN-ITWP system had been trained with the 100 experiment training data sets, 
another nine tool wears predicted from the system were compared to the actual tool wear to 
test the effectiveness of the system. The results reveal that this system can successfully 
predict tool wear in milling operations to within error of ± 0.023 mm. 
Key words: Dynamometer, cutting force, artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, neural 
fuzzy, neuro-fuzzy, fuzzy-nets, multiple regression, milling, tool wear 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the trend of smaller batches of products with a faster changeover rate, 
automation and flexible manufacturing have received great attention from global 
manufacturers and are being utilized to increase productivity and improve quality while 
decreasing the manufacturing cost and time. It requires the development of a precise 
monitoring system that employs quality assurance during machining without interruption in 
order to achieve maximum efficiency of automation [1], Product quality is greatly associated 
with cutting tool conditions. Manufacturers are often forced to interrupt machining for the 
reason of inspecting tool conditions to ensure the product quality. Catching poor tool 
conditions early in the production will help reduce defects and increase quality. There are 
two major tool deteriorations in tool conditions: tool breakage and tool wear. Tool wear 
happens from time to time and is viewed as an inevitable condition in normal machining, 
while tool breakage, the catastrophically premature tool death, occurs only occasionally. Tool 
wear inspection is, therefore, a critical part of quality assurance. However, relying on human 
eyes or advices to inspect tool wear directly requires interrupting machining processes (off­
line monitoring), which will sacrifice some manufacturing time and hence increase 
manufacturing cost. Therefore, it is sensible to integrate an on-line, real-time tool wear 
monitoring system in the machine to reach the goal of full automation. 
An on-line (or in-process) monitoring system usually requires in-direct monitoring 
mechanisms through sensors, which do not require accesses to the tool to obtain needed 
information - they simply collect the data simultaneously during the machining, and the tool 
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conditions are then estimated through these data. There have been many indirect sensor 
technologies applied to tool wear monitoring. One of the sensors that have been proved to be 
most affective for indirect monitoring tool wear is the dynamometer for detecting cutting 
force signals. Studies showed the use of the dynamometer with proper selection of decision 
algorithms would result in the development of monitoring systems [2, 3, 4], 
Many studies in the past used the classical approach - mathematical process models -
as decision algorithms to monitor tool wear [5, 6, 7] trying to describe the tool wear problems 
with mathematical precision. However, the real world is too complex and complicated to be 
described precisely, because the closer one looks at a real-world problem, the fuzzier 
becomes its solution [8]. An alternative to classical approach, computational intelligence, 
based on the principle of human learning from experts and more similar to what happen in 
real-world, is getting much attention for monitoring tool wear. 
Most of past studies on in-process tool wear monitoring in milling operations with 
computational intelligence were the implementations of single algorithms: either artificial 
neural network [9, 10, 11] or fuzzy logic [12, 13]. Neither of the computational intelligence 
algorithms requires any mathematical process models. Besides, artificial neural network does 
not need to feed prior rule-based knowledge, but initial parameters have to be determined by 
human experts to gain optimization and no learning converges are guaranteed. On the other 
hand, fuzzy logic can and must use prior rule-based knowledge, but has no capability of 
learning, and therefore, adaptation to modified environment can be difficult [14]. The hybrid 
of the two algorithms, often named as neural fuzzy or neuro-fuzzy or fuzzy-nets, can 
combine advantages and avoid drawbacks. The most important reason for combining fuzzy 
systems with neural networks is their learning capability [14]. With enough learning 
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(training) experiment data, a fuzzy-nets system can train automatically without any existing 
rules. However, without enough (sometimes it could be a huge number) training data, the 
rule bank of a fuzzy-nets decision system will not be completely filled, and thus, the 
development of a fuzzy-nets system will not be possible for a limited number of experiment 
data. To avoid too much human involvement to fill in the empty rules due to small scale of 
experiments, an automatic approach to produce rules has to apply. 
In the study, a statistically assisted fuzzy-nets algorithm was proposed to create such 
a tool wear prediction system (the S-FN-ITWP system) that has the capability of self-
learning, self-rules-production with a comparatively small number of training data. The 
development of such a system is described in the following sections. 
2. The Design of the S-FN-ITWP System and the Experimental Setup 
The architecture of the S-FN-ITWP system can be illustrated in Figure 1. 
Fadal 
CNC 
Milling 
Operations 
Average Peak 
Dynamometer Cutting Force in the 
' S™, y Direction (f;) 
Proximity Sensor S-FN-ITWP : -HTool Wear (Vb)| 
Feed Rate (F) ^ 
Depth of Cut (D) f 
Figure 1. The architecture of the S-FN-ITWP system 
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A common cutting condition consideration includes features of feed rate, spindle 
speed, and depth of cut. From the tool-wear research done by Lin and Lin [15], cutting speed 
did not show significant effect on tool-wear monitoring. Based on their finding, spindle 
speed was not considered as an input variable in the study. Three variables are input into this 
system: feed rate (F: inch/min), depth of cut (D: inch), and cutting force. For cutting force, it 
varies in different directions and varies throughout the whole revolution of the spindle. In the 
previous work [16], among six possible representations (the overall average force in the x 
direction, the overall average force in the y direction, the overall average resultant force of x 
and y. the average of peak forces in the x direction, the average of peak forces in the y 
direction, and the average of resultant peak forces of x and y), the average peak cutting force 
in the y direction has been proved to be the most effective force representation when 
predicting tool wear is concerned. Therefore, the cutting force used in the study refers only to 
the average peak cutting force in the y direction (symbol: F,), which is perpendicular to the 
feed direction and encoded with a magnitude of voltage. The output from the system is tool 
wear. The most significant wear on a tool - the flank wear (Vb: mm), which is the tool wear 
length on the flank side (see Figure 2) - was the focus of the study for tool wear prediction. 
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Maximum flank 
wear length was 
measured as tool 
wear value (Vb) 
Figure 2. A typical flank wear geometry on an edge of an insert 
Both feed rate and depth of cut are controlled and programmed to the Fadal machine. 
Cutting force is collected through the dynamometer. The complete experimental setup is 
shown below in Figure 3 and consists of hardware and software setups. 
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Figure 3. Experimental setup of hardware 
2.1 Hardware Setup 
Two sensors were used in the study to determine the cutting force magnitude: Kistler 
9257B type dynamometer sensor, which is capable of detecting force signals on three 
orthogonal directions (fx, Fy, and fz), and Micro Switch 922 series 3-wire DC proximity, 
which is used to decide the starting point of each revolution in the force diagram. In Figure 4, 
the square waves are generated through the proximity sensor detecting the passing of the 
spindle end tenon, which was aligned with one of the three inserts mounted on the end mill. 
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Cutting Force Signal with Proximity Signal 
2 D 
1.5 Proximity signal 
; 
0.5 
" " • 
1 Fx 
Fy 
0 
1/ 13 25 37 49 61 73 85 97 109 121 133 145 157 169 181 193 205 217 225 
Figure 4. One example of cutting force and the proximity sensor signals. 
An RCA WP-703A power supply is used to provide about 2.5V of electromotive 
force to operate the proximity. A Kistler Type 5010 amplifier is used to amplify the force 
signals from the dynamometer to the maximum of 10V. An Omega CIO-DAS-1602/12 A/D 
converter is used to convert cutting force analog data to digital data. A P5 133 personal 
computer is used to collect data from the A/D converter, which originated from the proximity 
sensor and the dynamometer sensor. 
1018 steel workpieces are used in the study. A VNE90-1250C 3-insert mill with 
1.25" cut diameter is used to hold inserts. APKT 160408R coated carbide inserts are mounted 
on the tool holder for the milling machining. A Meiji EMZ-5TR Zoom Stereo Microscope is 
used to observe and measure the flank wears on the inserts. 
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2.2 Software Setup 
1. The NC program - This program was uploaded to the Fadal machine to use the 3-
insert with a diameter of 1 -1 /4" mill for full immerge cut to the workpiece. 
2. A C-based cutting force collecting sub-program - This C-based cutting force program 
allows the S-FN-ITWP system to collect the cutting force signals and the proximity 
signals. One example of the collected data is shown in Figure 4. 
3. A C-based average peak force calculation sub-program - This is a C-based sub-
program used to process the received force and proximity digital data and obtain a 
single representing cutting force value during a cut. Since the average of the peak 
forces in the y direction was the most significant signal for predicting tool wear, this 
sub-program calculated the average peak force in the y direction as given: 
TP _L /T j,-17 
* y-peak 1 \>-peak 2 v-peak 3 ^ ^ x 
^ = g ' (1) 
where F,, is the average of three peak cutting forces in the y direction, and F *,, 
Fy_peak 2, Fy_peak 3 are the three peak forces (three peak forces come from the three 
inserts mounted on the mill) in the y direction within a full revolution of the spindle. 
4. The S-FN-ITWP training and predicting program - This C-based program is the main 
program in the study used to develop the proper rule bank for tool wear prediction 
based upon the inputs of feed rate, depth of cut, and average peak cutting force in the 
y direction following the procedure described in the next section. 
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3. The Training Procedure of the S-FN-ITWP System 
The procedure of training the statistically assisted fuzzy-nets-based tool wear 
prediction (S-FN-ITWP) system was a modified version of the fuzzy-nets five-step training 
procedure proposed by Chen [17] to define the adequate fuzzy rule bank and the membership 
functions. These steps could be summarized as follows. 
Aq? One; D/w/g AofA f&e wywf a/wf f&e «/owa/w info /way regwwy, aW 
Before construct the fuzzy-nets, training data have to be collected first. One hundred 
of experiment data sets, with the inputs of feed rate, depth of cut, and average peak cutting 
force in the y direction, and the output of tool wear, were collected using the data listed in the 
table. Each of the tool wear values was the average of the wear measurements of the three 
inserts. 
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Table 1. Training data for the S-FN-ITWP system (the inner cells are filled with the average 
peak cutting force in the y direction, which was measured in volts) 
Feed Rate 
(inch/minute) 
1 1  
13 
Depth 
of Cut 
(inch) 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.02 
.03 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.25 
0.31 
0.39 
0.45 
0.56 
0.59 
0.39 
0.48 
0.56 
0.64 
0.67 
0.45 
0.52 
0.62 
0.71 
0.76 
0.48 
0.62 
0.76 
0.81 
0.87 
0.61 
0.71 
0.78 
0.95 
1.00 
Tool Wear 
(mm) 
.35 
0.23 
0.29 
0.35 
0.41 
0.45 
0.28 
0.37 
0.42 
0.47 
0.54 
0.31 
0.40 
0.43 
0.56 
0.62 
0.40 
0.51 
0.64 
0.71 
0.76 
0.50 
0.60 
0.72 
0.78 
0.91 
.45 
0 
0 
0 
11 
'.18 
'.21 
.29 
'.37 
.16 
'.27 
'.35 
'.44 
.49 
.21 
.33 
.44 
52 
.59 
.25 
.36 
.50 
.62 
.72_ 
31 
.44 
.58 
.71 
.86 
.55 
1.08 
i . l l  
M7 
i.25 
|.29 
'.13 
'.20 
i.29 
i.38 
'.43 
U5 
i.25 
.35 
.43 
i.54 
'.19 
'.28 
.39 
'.47 
.62 
.26 
.35 
.47 
.60 
.72 
The fuzzy domain for certain input or output was defined as the space between the 
maximum value and the minimum value of the experiment data for that input (or output) plus 
a little of "allowance" at each end. For the three inputs: feed rate, depth of cut, and cutting 
force, their input spaces could be defined as [F+, F"] = [13.4, 4.6] in/min for the feed rate, 
[D"% D] = [0.062, 0.018] inch for the depth of cut, and = [1.01,0.05] volt for the 
cutting force. The output tool flank wear space was defined as [Vb% Vb] = [0.60, 0.12] mm. 
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The "+" sign signifies maximum value, while the sign signifies minimum value, of the 
applied domain intervals. 
Each domain interval is divided into 2k+1 overlapped regions, which are denoted by 
hnguistic variables Sk, S(k-l),... M,... L(k-1), and Lk. The k value for all the domains was 
set to 1 at the beginning of the training process. 'Therefore, all the domains were first divided 
into three regions: SI, M, and LI (see Figure 5). Each hnguistic variable A is associated with 
a fuzzy set, each of which has a defined membership function uA . The membership 
function /iA (x) gives the degree of membership of x in the region A. 
(a) 
,,F 
^ t SI M LI 
1 
(b) 
SI M LI 
0 » D 
(inch 4'* (in/min) .018 .040 .062 
%^=4.4 
(c) (d) 
t SI M 
1 SI M LI 
LI 
1 
0 
y 
.05 .53 1.01 
(volt) 
12 .36 .60 (mm 
Figure 5. The domain intervals of the input and the output variables 
and the initial triangular membership functions. 
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There are many shapes could be used to build fuzzy membership functions, but the 
shape used in the study was limited to an isosceles triangle for it is one of the easiest shapes 
to use. Hence, the membership function fiA (,Y) for region A can be expressed as 
1 "[C„ C.+IF] 
=  x s { C t - W ,  C,]  
x e [-00, X ~ ]  o r  x  e  [ X  \  go]  
Elsewhere 
(2) 
where W is the spread width and is defined as half of the base of the triangle, and CA  is 
the center point value of the membership function A. 
As the result, the fuzzy degree of an input feed rate value of F, for any fuzzy region A 
in the feed rate domain was given as follows using Eq.(2). 
1 - -
i, 
0, 
c;] 
F i  6 [-00, F ~ ] o r  F i  6  [ F + ,  C O ]  
Elsewhere 
(3) 
Using the same principle, the fuzzy degrees of all membership functions in all the input 
and output domains were then decided. 
Two; Gefieraferw/gf/br fAgg/vem «fgfa 
The fuzzy rules of the fuzzy-nets system are produced based on the training data from 
the experiment. Because membership functions in a domain overlap with one another, a 
specific value in a domain will usually produce two fuzzy degrees, one from each 
membership function that overlaps with each other. Using the same example from Figure 
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5(a), if the feed rate value is 7.2 in/min, then two /uF values will be produced: 0.41 from Si, 
and 0.59 from M (see Figure 6). 
0.59 
0.41 
>F (inch) 
4.6 7.2 9.0 13.4 
Figure 6. An example of an F value producing two values 
To reduce the complexity, only one membership function out of the two will be used. 
In the study, the membership function with the larger fuzzy degree value will be chosen. In 
Figure 6, when F=7.2, the M membership function will be fired. By the same token, every 
single value from the experiment training data of every input or output will issue in a 
corresponding membership function. Let us assume if the Ith data set {Fz, Dy, Fyl, Vb'} = {5 
ipm, 0.04 in, .85 V, 0.200 mm), and the membership functions fired are {Si, M, L,, S,}, then 
the corresponding fuzzy rule will be 
IF {F^ is S, AND D' is M AND is L,}, THEN {WisS,}. 
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where AND indicated that the conditions of the IF statement must all be met simultaneously 
in order for the result of the THEN statement to be true. 
With a large quantity of training data set producing their own fuzzy rules, it is likely 
that many of them would have conflicts. That means some of them have the same IF 
statements but different THEN statements. Two approaches, the top-down and the bottom up, 
are proposed to solve the conflicts [17]. 
approach 
This methodology keeps all the fuzzy regions of all the factors unchanged, but deletes 
one of the two conflicting rules. Which one would remain is determined according to the 
degree of that rule being the larger one. The degree of a rule is defined as the multiplication 
of the fuzzy degrees (p values) of all the input/output factors and a condition degree (pe) 
assigned by an expert. The degree of a rule z "IF F is M, D is S2, and is Li, THEN Vb is 
M" can be, therefore, expressed as 
d( rule z) — flE (4) 
where the condition degree /is, &om 0 to 1, is determined based on the judgment of how well 
the cutting condition is when the rule is produced. If nothing strange happens during the 
cutting, then jUe usually would be 1. 
An example of how this strategy works is illustrated as follows: 
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Two conflicting rules are the rule i "IF {F is M, D is S2, and Fy is L,} THEN {Vb is 
M}" and the rulej "IF {F is M, D is S2, and Fy is L,} THEN {Vb is Li}". The degrees of 
these rules then are 
4 rule ;) = ^ //g (5) 
4 rule;) = (6) 
If the magnitude of the deviation | d (  rule /) - d (  rule j ) \ >  5 ,  where 0<<? <0.05, the 
rule with the larger degree value will remain the conflict. The value 8 is defined by the user. 
If the magnitude of the deviation is smaller than#, then a more complicated methodology, 
bottom-up, will be used to solve the conflict. 
Boffom-wp approach 
This methodology expands the number of fuzzy regions to decrease the fuzzy and 
increase the degree of discrimination of two conflicting rules. The rule of expansion is 
adding two fuzzy regions at a time to an input domain. If there are some conflicts remained, 
then the expansion has to continue by adding another two fuzzy regions to the next input 
domain. If all three input domains (F, D, and Fy ) have expanded by adding two fuzzy 
regions and there still are some conflicts, then expansion of adding two more fuzzy regions to 
an input domain will continue until all the input domains have reached the maximum fuzzy 
regions of nine. 
Because only the "normal" cuts (normal to the researchers' eyes and ears) were 
collected during the experiment, all the fuzzy degrees (juE) of the data decided by experts (the 
researchers of the study) were all 1. The value S was set to 0.01. With a C-based program 
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(the S-FN-ITWP training and predicting program, which is introduced in the software setup 
section), all the fuzzy rules resulted from the experiment could be produced with all the 
conflicts solved, and the final input and output regions for this research were expanded (as 
shown in Figure 7) to between five and seven regions. 
L2 L2 
.018 .029 .040 .051 .062 
1 
Vb 
(mm) 0 
.05 .21 .37 .53 .69 .85 1.01 
Figure 7. Final and expanded membership functions 
After all the fuzzy rules had been generated and all the conflicts of rules resolved, a 
fuzzy rule bank was built through filling all the rules into the cells. The rule bank structure 
was constructed with the antecedents of the rules. Since there were three antecedents (i.e., the 
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inputs F, D, and FJ in each rule, the rule bank is three-dimensional with a 5x5x7 structure 
as shown in Figure 8. In the figure, the rule cell of (F=Sz, D=Si, f^=M) is filled by (Vb=Sz). 
Fc 
Sa Sz St M Lt l_2 La 
F 
Figure 8. The three-dimensional fuzzy rule bank 
After the fuzzy rule bank was filled with all the fuzzy rules from those remaining 
training data sets after the conflicts, there were still many empty cells in the fuzzy rule bank 
(the cells without any fuzzy rule to fill in). With limited number of experiment data and still 
many empty cells, original theory suggests to fill them through human's judgment. However, 
it would have taken too much time and involved too much human subjectivity. In the study 
these empty cells were filled using a multiple-regression model to estimate the possible rules 
to make the fuzzy rule bank structure complete. That way not only the cells were filled fast, 
but also it took away the guesswork from the process. Using the data from Table 1, the 
multiple-regression model was generated as 
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Vb = 0.4577398 + (0.0007985)*(F) + (2.5904811)*(D) 
+ (-1.182807)*( J?) + (0.8006819)*(F*D) + (0.034427)*(F*f;) 
+ (1.1527885)*(D*FJ + (-0.40761)*(F*D*f;) (7) 
An example of filling an empty cell through the multiple-regression model is shown as 
follows: the cell of {S2, M, SI} was empty. Replacing these linguistic variables with the 
center values {4.6, 0.04, 0.37}, the estimated tool wear became 
^' = 0.4577398 + 0.0007985*4.6 + 2.5904811*0.04 - 1.182807*0.37 + 
0.8006819*4.6*0.04 + (0.034427)*0.04*0.37 + 1.1527885*4.6*0.37 -
0.40761*4.6*0.04*0.37 = 0.366 (8) 
Then this crisp value will be "fuzzified" by replacing with a linguistic variable that represents 
the best-fit membership function of the tool wear value. This value owned memberships in 
both the Si and M fuzzy regions of tool wear with fuzzy degrees 0.31 and 0.69, respectively. 
Because it had a higher membership in M then in Si, the linguistic variable M was then 
chosen to fill the cell. Therefore, the originally empty rule cell was filled with the rule {IF F 
is S], D is M, and F, is Si, THEN Vb is M}. 
After all empty rule bank cells had been filled this way, the rule bank was then 
completely constructed. The entire rule bank with 175 cells is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. The complete rule bank for the S-
Rule # F D K Vb 
1 S2 S2 S3 L2 
2 S2 S2 S2 M 
3 S2 S2 SI SI 
4 S2 S2 M S2 
5 S2 S2 L1 S2 
6 S2 S2 L2 S2 
7 S2 S2 L3 S2 
8 S2 SI S3 L2 
9 S2 SI S2 L1 
10 S2 SI SI SI 
11 S2 SI M S2 
12 S2 SI L1 S2 
13 S2 SI L2 S2 
14 S2 SI L3 S2 
15 S2 M S3 L2 
16 S2 M S2 L1 
17 S2 M SI M 
18 S2 M M SI 
19 S2 M L1 S2 
20 S2 M L2 S2 
21 S2 M L3 S2 
22 S2 L1 S3 L2 
23 S2 L1 S2 L2 
24 S2 L1 SI M 
25 S2 L1 M SI 
26 S2 L1 L1 S2 
27 S2 L1 L2 S2 
28 S2 L1 L3 S2 
29 S2 L2 S3 L2 
30 S2 L2 S2 L2 
31 S2 L2 SI L1 
32 S2 L2 M SI 
33 S2 L2 L1 S2 
34 S2 L2 L2 S2 
35 S2 L2 L3 S2 
36 SI S2 S3 L2 
37 SI S2 S2 M 
38 SI S2 SI SI 
39 SI S2 M S2 
40 SI S2 L1 S2 
41 SI S2 L2 S2 
42 SI S2 L3 S2 
43 SI SI S3 L2 
44 SI SI S2 L2 
-ITWP system 
Rule # F D K Vb 
45 SI SI SI M 
46 SI SI M SI 
47 SI SI L1 S2 
48 SI SI L2 S2 
49 SI SI L3 S2 
50 SI M S3 L2 
51 SI M S2 L2 
52 SI M SI M 
53 SI M M SI 
54 SI M L1 S2 
55 SI M L2 S2 
56 SI M L3 S2 
57 SI L1 S3 L2 
58 SI L1 S2 L2 
59 SI L1 SI L2 
60 SI L1 M M 
61 SI L1 L1 SI 
62 SI L1 L2 S2 
63 SI L1 L3 S2 
64 SI L2 S3 L2 
65 SI L2 S2 L2 
66 SI L2 SI L2 
67 SI L2 M L1 
68 SI L2 L1 SI 
69 SI L2 L2 S2 
70 SI L2 L3 S2 
71 M S2 S3 L2 
72 M S2 S2 L1 
73 M S2 SI M 
74 M S2 M SI 
75 M S2 L1 S2 
76 M S2 L2 S2 
77 M S2 L3 S2 
78 M SI S3 L2 
79 M SI S2 L2 
80 M SI SI L1 
81 M SI M SI 
82 M SI L1 S2 
83 M SI L2 S2 
84 M SI L3 S2 
85 M M S3 L2 
86 M M S2 L2 
87 M M SI L1 
88 M | M M M 
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Rule # D 
M M LI 
90 M M L2 
91 M M L3 
92 M S3 
93 M S2 
94 M SI 
95 M M 
96 M L1 
97 M L2 
98 M L3 
99 M L2 S3 
100 M L2 S2 
01 M L2 SI 
02 M L2 M 
03 M L2 L1 
04 M L2 L2 
05 M L2 L3 
06 S2 S3 
07 S2 S2 
08 S2 SI 
09 S2 M 
10 S2 L1 
11 S2 L2 
12 S2 L3 
13 SI S3 
14 L SI S2 
15 L SI SI 
16 L SI M 
17 L SI L1 
18 L SI L2 
19 SI L3 
20 M S3 
21 M S2 
22 L M SI 
23 M M 
24 M L1 
25 M L2 
26 L M L3 
27 L S3 
28 L S2 
29 L SI 
30 L M 
31 L L1 
32 L L L2 
Rule# F D K Vb 
133 L1 L1 L3 S2 
134 L1 L2 S3 L2 
135 L1 L2 S2 L2 
136 L1 L2 SI L2 
137 L1 L2 M L2 
138 L1 L2 Ll Ll 
139 L1 L2 L2 M 
140 L1 L2 L3 S2 
141 L2 S2 S3 L2 
142 L2 S2 S2 L2 
143 L2 S2 SI Ll 
144 L2 S2 M SI 
145 L2 S2 Ll SI 
146 L2 S2 L2 S2 
147 L2 S2 L3 S2 
148 L2 SI S3 L2 
149 L2 SI S2 L2 
150 L2 SI SI L2 
151 L2 SI M M 
152 L2 SI Ll SI 
153 L2 SI L2 S2 
154 L2 SI L3 S2 
155 L2 M S3 L2 
156 L2 M S2 L2 
157 L2 M SI L2 
158 L2 M M Ll 
159 L2 M Ll M 
160 L2 M L2 SI 
161 L2 M L3 S2 
162 L2 L1 S3 L2 
163 L2 L1 S2 L2 
164 L2 L1 SI L2 
165 L2 Ll M L2 
166 L2 L1 Ll Ll 
167 L2 Ll L2 M 
168 L2 Ll L3 SI 
169 L2 L2 S3 L2 
170 L2 L2 S2 L2 
171 L2 L2 SI L2 
172 L2 L2 M L2 
173 L2 L2 Ll L2 
174 L2 L2 L2 Ll 
175 L2 L2 L3 SI 
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Five; De/KZZf/Tca#OM 
To make the S-FN-ITWP system work, the building of the fuzzy rule bank is essential 
but not enough. The tool wear output from the fuzzy rule bank is linguistic variables, which 
are still fuzzy. The useful outcome has to be numerical. The job of transferring the linguistic 
variables to numerical values is called defuzzification. There are many different 
defuzzification ways. The way chosen in the study was the centroid method. Two parts of 
this methodology were considered in the following paragraphs. 
Fuzzy degree of ow/pwf va/we 
There are several ways to define the fuzzy degree of the output value with the fuzzy 
degrees of the inputs. One of them is selecting the minimum value from the fuzzy degrees of 
those input values to be the fuzzy degree of the output value. This can be expressed as 
/r(W) = min {^^(F') ,^(D') , / /^(F/)  }  (8)  
where Vb' denotes the tool wear value from the ith cut with the cutting condition F=F*, D=D', 
and F,=F/. 
Predicted output value from defuzzification 
For the i'h cut, each input value usually fired two membership functions in each of its 
three fuzzy domains. In order to predict a reasonable output value, both membership 
functions were included with different weights. There were three inputs in this study, so up to 
23 = 8 fuzzy rules will be fired for each cut. Each fuzzy rule has its own consequent (tool 
wear output), and each consequent can be represented by its center value. For different rules 
fired in a cut, they have different predictabilities for the tool wear value. Therefore, they have 
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to be considered differently. The centroid method was proposed in the study to include all the 
fired rules with different weight considerations. It can be expressed as 
g[/r(W)xc"(W)] 
Vb=^ - (9) 
7=1 
where ^ (Vb' ) is defined in Eq.(8), m is the total number of fired rule, and Cv" {Vb ' ) is the 
center value of the membership function in the Vb domain where the rule j issues in. 
4. Evaluation of the S-FN-ITWP System 
Following the five steps described in Section 3 with 100 sets of training data, the 
statistically assisted fuzzy-nets-based in-process tool wear prediction system (the S-FN-
ITWP system) in the study was then developed. But how well this system performed was still 
unknown. Therefore, 9 testing cuts were conducted to test this system. Upon the testing had 
been completed, the 9 predicted tool wear values from the S-FN-ITWP system and their 
actual tool wear values were compared. In Table 3, the columns 2-4 were the input data of 
the cuts. The column 5 lists the actually measured average tool wear of the three inserts, and 
the column 6 gives the predicted results using the S-FN-ITWP system, while Column 7 is the 
difference of the predicted tool wear from the actual tool wear. The average prediction error 
is about ±0.023. 
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Table 3. The testing results and the accuracy of the S-FN-ITWP system 
Test # F (in/min) D (inch) F, (volt) Actual Vb (mm) 
Pred. Vb 
(mm) 
Error 
(mm) 
1 5 0.04 0.347826 0.35 0.40 +0.05 
2 7 0.02 0.15942 0.45 0.50 +0.05 
3 7 0.05 0.47343 0.35 0.41 +0.06 
4 7 0.06 0.566232 0.35 0.35 0 
5 9 0.04 0.439614 0.45 0.43 -0.02 
6 11 0.02 0.188406 0.55 0.53 -0.02 
7 11 0.03 0.280193 0.55 0.55 0 
8 11 0.05 0.47343 0.55 0.56 +0.01 
9 13 0.02 0.497585 0.35 0.35 0 
Average = ±0.023 
Figure 9 shows the comparison of predicted and measured tool wears magnitude for 
all 9 tests cuts. The results suggest that the proposed S-FN-ITWP system could reasonably 
predict the tool wear in an on-line real time fashion. 
A Actual Vb 
-O—Est. Vb 
Figure 9. The results of testing the system 
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5. Conclusions 
A new approach of in-process tool wear prediction (S-FN-ITWP) system in milling 
operations has been setup, developed, and examined. The system showed the capability of 
predicting the tool wear while the machining is taking place. 
Through this study, a few conclusions could be summarized: 
1. This proposed S-FN-ITWP system could predict the tool wear value to have average 
error of ± 0.023 mm compared with the actual tool wear. 
2. The combination of the two soft computing algorithms (neural networks and fuzzy 
reasoning) and one hard computing algorithm (multiple-regression models) was 
used in the study to make the tool wear research much easier. The proposed ITWP 
system has its limitations and these limitation provides this study for further possible 
research as: 
a. The membership functions in each fuzzy domain were determined in the 
study to be identical isosceles triangles, which was easy for creating but 
somehow lost the capability of more accurate prediction when each 
membership function has its unique shape. The future research could include 
the integration of the other soft computing algorithm, GA (genetic 
algorithm), to fine tune the fuzzy regions to make the prediction even faster 
and more accurate. 
b. The use of dynamometer in the study was great but will have limitation of 
application in industry due to high cost. Further studies of using other ways 
to predict tool wear with the same success will also be valuable. 
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c. During the experiment, the researchers found that tool wear prediction is 
strongly affected by the existence of tool chatter. Therefore, the study of 
chatter prediction and control is also necessary for the development of 
automated machining. 
d. This research limits only one type of tool insert and one type of workpiece 
materials. Enlarge this system to include more cutting tools and materials for 
workpiece could provide better position for this study to be able adopted into 
industrial usage. 
In summary, the study provides the authors a better position in continuing the tool 
monitoring system to enable an automated machining process for the future. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
Equipping machines with the capability of monitoring tool wear on-line and rapidly 
changing tools when tools come to the end of their tool life (before the tool wear is too 
heavy to bear) are important steps in achieving the ultimate goal of unmanned flexible 
manufacturing. In the study, the author explored the application of the dynamometer 
sensing techniques with three different in-process tool wear prediction systems in milling 
operations: the MLR-ITWP system, the ANN-ITWP system, and the S-FN-ITWP system. 
All are able to conduct the real-time predicting tool wear. Based on the present study, 
several important conclusions are summarized as follows: 
1. The multiple regression model, artificial neural networks, and statistically 
assisted fuzzy-nets are all suitable tools to design a decision-making system 
for predicting tool wear in milling operations. 
2. In the force analysis executed experimentally in milling operations, when 
cutting parameters (feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut) are fixed, using 
the correlation coefficients between tool wear and six possible cutting force 
representations, it can be concluded that the average peak force in the Y 
direction has the greatest correlation to tool wear among the six. That means 
the most effective cutting force representation used in any ITWM (in-process 
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tool wear monitoring) system for predicting tool wear in milling operations is 
the average peak force in the Y direction. 
3. From the testing results, the tool wear prediction error is ±0.039 mm for the 
MLR-ITWP system, ±0.037mm for the ANN-ITWP system, and 
±0.023mm for the S-FN-ITWP system. However, the differences are not 
statistically significant. In other words, the three in-process tool wear 
prediction systems work equally well in milling operations in the study. 
Nevertheless, the three studies provide a useful basis for continuing research 
on tool monitoring systems that will enable an automated machining process 
for the future. 
1. In the S-FN-ITWP system study, the membership functions in each fuzzy 
domain were determined to be identical isosceles triangles. The functions 
were easy to create but somehow lost the capability of more accurate 
prediction, because the prediction becomes more accurate with each 
membership function having its unique shape. Future research could include 
the integration of the other soft computing algorithm, GA (genetic algorithm), 
to fine tune the fuzzy regions and make the prediction even faster and more 
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accurate. 
The use of a dynamometer in the study was great, but there will be only 
limited application in industry due to high cost. Further studies of using other 
ways to predict tool wear with the same success would also be valuable. 
During the experiment, the researchers found that tool wear prediction is 
strongly affected by the existence of tool chatter. Therefore, the study of 
chatter prediction and control is also necessary for the development of 
automated machining. 
This research uses only one type of tool insert and one type of workpiece 
materials. Enlarging this system to include more cutting tools and materials 
for workpiece could increase the extent to which the findings generalize to the 
industrial setting. 
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APPENDIX A. NC PROGRAM USED IN EXPERIMENT ON FADAL VERTICAL MILLING 
CENTER 
N10 0936 
N20G90G17G70 
N30S1200 F5. 
N40 M6 T7 
N50 GO E12 XO. YO. Z0.5 M3 
N60 GO X0.75 Y1.5 
N70G01 Z-0.03 
N80 Y-0.75 
N90 GO Z0.5 
N100 GO XO. YO. 
N110E0 
N120 M02 
Program #936 
Safety features 
Set Spindle Speed to 1200 rpm and Feed Rate to 5.0 fpm 
Change tool to Tool #7 (1.25" face mill) 
Move to origin at offset setup El2 (change) 
Set Depth of Cut to 0.03 inch 
Cutting 
Stop 
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APPENDIX B. C-BASED PROGRAM USED TO FILTER CUTTING FORCE SIGNALS PER 
REVOLUTION TO A SINGLE VALUE - AVERAGE PEAK FORCE IN THE Y DIRECTION 
(Assisted by Jason Chiu) 
//Peak.cpp 
//Finds average peak values over certain interval from input 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
struct data 
{ 
data* next; 
intindex; 
double yvalue; 
};  
int findP_Value (const int& s); 
double absVal(const double& num); 
void deleteList (data*& h); 
intmainO 
{ 
char fileName [50]; 
cout«"Enter a filename: "; 
cin»fileName; 
ifstream in; 
in.open( fileName); 
int s; 
cout«"Input a value of s: "; 
cin»s; 
cout«endl; 
int checkSize = fmdP_Value(s); 
int currentCheck = 0; 
bool done = false; 
int templndex; 
double tempProx, tempX, tempY; 
data* head; 
data* tail; 
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data* ptr; 
while (!done && !in.eof()) 
{ 
while (tempProx<=4 && !in.eof()) 
{ 
in»tempIndex»tempProx»tempX»tempY; 
} 
head = new data; 
ptr = head; 
ptr->index = templndex; 
ptr->y_value = tempY; 
ptr->next = NULL; 
currentCheck=l ; 
in»tempIndex»tempProx»tempX»tempY; 
while (tempProx>4) 
{ 
ptr->next = new data; 
ptr = ptr->next; 
ptr->index = templndex; 
ptr->y_value = tempY; 
ptr->next = NULL; 
currentCheck++; 
in»tempIndex»tempProx»tempX»tempY; 
} 
if (currentCheck>=checkSize) 
{ 
done = true; 
tail = ptr; 
} 
else 
{ 
deleteList(head); 
} 
} 
if (!done) 
cout«"Data does not meet s-value requirement! !!"«endl; 
else 
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currentCheck=0; 
while (lin.eofO && currentCheck<checkSize) 
{ 
in»tempIndex»tempProx»tempX»tempY; 
tail->next = new data; 
tail = tail->next; 
tail->index = templndex; 
tail->y_value = tempY; 
tail->next = NULL; 
if (tempProx>4) 
currentCheck++; 
else currentCheck=0; 
} 
int head Index = head->index; 
int taillndex = tail->index; 
int width - taillndex - headlndex; 
double maxPeakl=0, maxPeak2=0, maxPeak3=0; 
intindex; 
data* listptr=head; 
while (listptr->index < head Index +width/3 ) 
{ 
if (maxPeakl < absVal(listptr->y_value)) 
{ 
maxPeakl = ab s Val( 1 i stptr->y_value) ; 
index=listptr->index ; 
} 
listptr=listptr->next; 
} 
while (listptr->index < headIndex+2 * (width/3 )) 
{ 
if (maxPeakl < absVal(listptr->y_value)) 
{ 
maxPeak2 = absVal(listptr->y_value); 
index=listptr->index; 
} 
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listptr=listptr->next; 
} 
while flistptr->index < taillndex) 
{ 
if (maxPeak3 < absVal(listptr->y_value)) 
{ 
maxPeak3 = absVal(listptr->y_value); 
index=listptr->index; 
} 
listptr=listptr->next; 
} 
double averagePeak - (maxPeakl + maxPeakl + maxPeak3)/3; 
cout«"The average of the peaks is: "<<averagePeak«endl; 
} 
in.closeQ; 
int nth; 
cout«"Enter q to quit..."«endl; 
cin»nth; 
return 0; 
} 
int findPValue (const int& s) 
//'Precondition: s is properly initialized 
//Postcondition: return an evaluated p 
{ 
double temp 1 = 17 * s; 
double temp2 = 2 * s; 
double result = (tempi - 26400) / (temp2 - 3000); 
return result; 
} 
double absVal(const double& num) 
//Precondition: num is properly initialized 
//Postcondition: return the absolute value of num 
{ 
if (num >=0 ) 
return num; 
else return (-1 * num); 
} 
void deleteList (data*& h) 
. /Precondition: h is a head of a link list 
//Postcondition: the list h points to is deleted 
data* remove = h; 
while (h != NULL) 
{ 
h=h->next; 
delete remove; 
remove=h; 
} 
} 
I l l  
APPENDIX C. C-BASED PROGRAM USED TO DEVELOP &FN-ITWP SYSTEM 
(Assisted by Jason Chiu) 
//phase l.cpp 
//Fuzzy Net Program 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include "String.h" 
double MAXFEEDRATE=13, MINFEEDRATE=5, MAXCUTDEPTH=0.06, 
MINCUTDEPTH=0.02, MAXCUTFORCE=l .0, MINCUTFQRCE=0.0, 
MAXTOOLWEAR=.55, MINTOOLWEAR=.25; 
double b0=0.427, bl=0.0111, b2=-3.76, b3=-0.322, b4=2.00, b5=-0.0057, b6=3.42, b7=-
0.536; 
int feedRateK=l, cutDepthK=l, cutForceK=l, toolWearK=l; 
String* ruleBank; 
struct membership 
{ 
double degree; 
String region; 
}; 
struct rawNode 
{ 
double FRdata; 
double CFdata; 
rawNode* next; 
}; 
struct ruleNode 
{ 
membership FRmem; membership CDmem; 
membership CFmem; membership VBmem; 
ruleNode* next; 
};  
rawNode* rawDataHead; 
//Fuzzy degree membership functions 
membership feedRateMembership(const double& feedRate); 
membership cutDepthMembership(const double& cutDepth); 
membership cutForceMembership(const double& cutForce); 
double CDdata; 
double VBdata; 
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membership exceedLimit(const double& value, const double& min, const double& max. 
const int& K); 
void feedRateMembershipPlus(double& feedRate, membership& ml, membership& m2); 
void cutDepthMembershipPlus(double& cutDepth, membership& ml, membership& m2); 
void cutForceMembershipPlus(double& cutForce, membership& ml, membership& m2); 
membership toolWearMembership(const double& tool Wear); 
double ruleResult(const membership^ FR, const membership^ CD, //find VB center 
value from inputs 
const membership^ CF); 
String regionName(const int& num, const int& k); //return a region 
name of a region number 
int regionNumber(const String& regionName, const int& k); //return a region 
number of a region name 
void ruleListGenerate(ruleNode*& ruleHead, rawNode* dataPtr); //generate rule list from 
raw data list 
void raleDelete(ruleNode*& ruleHead, ruleNode*& deletePtr); //delete node 
pointed by deletePtr from rule list 
bool ruleConflictSolver(ruleNode*& ruleHead); //find and 
resolve conflicts 
double toolWearPrimeValue(const int& feedRateRegion, //return tool wear 
value from inputs 
const int& cutForceRegion, 
const int& cutDepthRegion); 
double regionValue(const int& regionNum, const int& k, //return center 
value of a fuzzy region 
const double& max, const double& min); 
double topDownDegree(ruleNode* ptr); 
//'return top-down degree 
double absVal(const double& num); 
//return absolute value of a double 
char numToChar(const int& num); 
//converts an int to a char 
int charToNum(const char& ch); 
//converts a char to an int, if applicable 
double minOffhree (const double& nl, const double& n2, 
const double& n3); 
int mainQ 
{ 
cout«"Please enter a k value for feed rate space: "; 
cin»feedRateK; cout«endl; 
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cout«"Please enter a minimum feed rate value: 
cin»MINFEEDRATE; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a max feed rate value: 
cin»MAXFEEDRATE; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a k value for cut depth space: 
cin»cutDepthK; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a minimum cut depth value: 
cin»MINCUTDEPTH; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a maximum cut depth value: 
cin»MAXCUTDEPTH; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a k value for cut force space: 
cin»cutForceK; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a minimum cut force value: 
cin»MINCUTFORCE; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a maximum cut force value: 
cin»MAXCUTFORCE; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a k value for tool wear space: 
cin»toolWearK; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a minimum tool wear value: 
cin»MINTQOLWEAR; cout«endl; 
cout«"Please enter a maximum tool wear value: 
cin»MAXTOOLWEAR; cout«endl; 
i(stream in; 
in.open("data.txt"); 
//Gather raw data into linked-list 
rawDataHead = new rawNode; 
rawNode* dataPtr = rawDataHead; 
in»dataPtr->FRdata»dataPtr->CDdata»dataPtr->CFdata»dataPtr->VBdata; 
dataPtr->next=NULL; 
int rawLength= 1 ; 
while (lin.eol'O) 
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rawLength++; 
dataPtr->next = new rawNode; 
dataPtr = dataPtr->next; 
in»dataPtr->FRdata»dataPtr->CDdata»dataPtr-X]Fdata»dataPtr-
>VBdata; 
dataPtr->next=NULL; 
} 
cout«"Raw data list built"«endl; 
dataPtr = rawDataHead; 
ruleNode* ruleHead; 
ruleNode* temp; 
ruleListGenerate(ruleHead, dataPtr); 
data list 
cout«"lst rule list done"«endl; 
/'/generate rule list 1st time from raw 
if ( ! ruleConflictSolver(ruleHead)) //resolve rule 
conflicts 
{ 
cout«"Unable to resolve all rule conflicts"«endl; 
cout«"Ending program..."«endl; 
} 
else 
{ 
cout«"All rule conflicts resolved"«endl; 
int x = (2*feedRateK)+l; 
int y - (2*cutForceK)+l ; 
int z = (2*cutDepthK)+l ; 
int feedRateCoord, cutForceCoord, cutDepthCoord, index; 
ruleBank = new String [x * y * z]; 
temp = ruleHead; 
//fill ruleBank from list of rule 
while (temp != NULL) 
{ 
feedRateCoord = regionNumber(temp->FRmem.region, feedRateK) -
1;  
cutForceCoord = regionNumber(temp->CFmem.region, cutForceK) -
i; 
cutDepthCoord = regionNumber(temp->CDmem.region, cutDepthK) -
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index = (feedRateCoord * y * z) + (cutForceCoord * z) + 
cutDepthCoord; 
raleBank[index] = temp->VBmem.region; 
temp=temp->next; 
} 
double VBtemp; 
index=0; 
//input multiple regression constants 
cout«"Please enter multiple regression constants: "«endl; 
cout«"bO 0 1 o O 0 1 
cout«"bl cin»b 1 0 1 
cout«"b2 cin»b2 0 1 
cout«"b3 cin»b3 o 0 1 
cout«"b4 cin»b4 0 1 
cout«"b5 cin»b5 0 1 
cout«"b6 cin»b6 0 1 
cout«"b7 cin»b7 o 0
 1 
//take care of empty cells in rulebank by defining VB' 
for (feedRateCoord=0; feedRateCoord<x; feedRateCoord++) 
{ 
for (cutForceCoord=0; cutForceCoord<y; cutForceCoord++) 
{ 
for (cutDepthCoord=0; cutDepthCoord<z; cutDepthCoord++) 
{ 
index = (feedRateCoord * y * z) + (cutForceCoord * z) 
+ cutDepthCoord; 
if (ruleBank[index] — "") //no rule exists 
{ 
VBtemp = 
toolWearPrimeValue(feedRateCoord+1 ,cutForceCoord+1 ,cutDepthCoord+1); 
ruleBank[index] = 
toolWearMembership(VBtemp).region; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
c o u t < < " = T h e  R u l e  
B  a n k = = = — = — — - — - — - ' « e n d l  ;  
for (int i=0; i<(x*y*z); i++) 
cout«ruleBank[i]«" "; 
cout«endl; 
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char ans-y"; 
double testFeedRate, testCutForce, testCutDepth, NDegree=0.0, DDegree=0.0; 
membership FR1, FR2, CF1, CF2, CD1, CD2; 
double minimum[8]; 
double centerVal[8]; 
//use rulebank to predict tool wear 
cout«endl; 
cout«"Testing phase"«endl; 
while (ans — 'y') 
{ 
cout«"Enter a feed rate value ("<<MINFEEDRATE<<" 
"<<MAXFEEDRATE<<"): 
cin»testFeedRate; cout«endl; 
cout«" Enter a cut force value ("«MINCUTFORC E«" 
"<<MAXCUTFORCE<<"): 
cin»testCutForce; cout«endl; 
cout«"Enter a cut depth value ("<<MINCUTDEPTH<<" 
"<<MAXCUTDEPTH<<"): "; 
cin»testCutDepth; cout«endl; 
//return 2 "fired" memberships for each input 
feedRateMembershipPlus(testFeedRate,FRl,FR2); 
cutForceMembershipPlus(testCutForce,CFl,CF2); 
cutDepthMembershipPlus(testCutDepth,CD 1 ,CD2); 
minimum[0 
minimum[l 
minimum [2 
minimum[3 
minimum[4 
minimum [5 
minimum[6 
minimum[7 
centerVal[0 
center Val [ 1 
centerVal[2 
centerVal[3 
center Val [4 
centerVal[5 
minOfThree(FR 1. 
minOfThree(FRl. 
minOfThree(FRl. 
minOfThree(FRl. 
: minOfThree(FR2. 
minOfThree(FR2. 
minOfThree(FR2, 
: minOfThree(FR2. 
degree,CF1, 
degree,CF1, 
degree,CF2 
degree,CF2 
degree,CFI 
degree,CF1 
degree,CF2 
degree,CF2 
degree,CDl, 
degree,CD2 
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"<<testCutForce« 
} 
} 
in.closeQ; 
return 0; 
} 
membership feedRateMembership(const double& feedRate) 
//Post: output feed rate fuzzy degree for a specific feed rate in a specific region 
{ 
char dummy; 
membership ans; 
ans.degree=0.0; 
ans.region-'"; 
if (feedRate<MINFEEDRATE || feedRate>MAXFEEDRATE) 
{ 
cout«"***** WARNING *****"«endl; 
cout«"feed rate out of bound! "<<feedRate«endl; 
cin»dummy; 
return ans; 
} 
double feedRateWidth = (MAXFEEDRATE-MINFEEDRATE) / (2*feedRateK); 
double fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
int region 1-0; 
center Val[6] = ruleResult(FR2,CF2,CD 1 ); 
centerVal[7] = ruleResult(FR2,CF2,CD2); 
for (i=0; i<8; i++) 
{ 
NDegree += minimum[i] * centerVal[i]; 
DDegree += minimum[i]; 
} 
cout«"The tool wear value for this set of data"«endl; 
cout«" { FR: "«testFeedRate«" CD: "<<testCutDepth«" 
cout«" is "«NDegree / DDegree«endl; 
cout«"Would you like to test another set of data? (y/n) "; 
cin»ans; cout«endl; 
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double i=M 1NFEEDRATE; bool done=false; 
while (i<=MAXFEEDRATE && Idone) 
{ 
region 1++; 
if ( feedRate>=i && feedRate<i+feedRateWidth ) 
{ 
double centerPoint = i; 
if ((feedRate >= centerPoint) && (feedRate < 
centerPoint+feedRate Width)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((feedRate - centerPoint) / feedRateWidth); 
else if ((feedRate >= centerPoint-feedRateWidth) && (feedRate < 
centerPoint)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((centerPoint - feedRate) / feedRateWidth); 
else fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
done=true; 
} 
i+=feedRate Width; 
} 
double fuzzyDegreel = 1-fuzzyDegreel; 
int region!; 
if (region 1 < (2*feedRateK)+l ) 
region! = region Kl; 
else region2 = regionl-1; 
if (fuzzyDegreel >fuzzyDegree2) 
{ 
ans.degree=fuzzyDegreel ; 
ans .region=regionName(region 1, feedRateK) ; 
} 
else 
{ 
ans. degree=fuzzyDegree2 ; 
ans .region=regionName(region2, feedRateK) ; 
} 
return ans; 
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membership cutDepthMembership(const double& cutDepth) 
//Post: output cut depth fuzzy degree for a specific cut depth in a specific region 
{ 
char dummy; 
membership ans; 
ans.degree=0.0; 
ans .region-'N A" ; 
if (cutDepth<MINCUTDEPTH || cutDepth>MAXCUTDEPTH) 
{ 
cout«"***** WARNING *****"«endl; 
cout«"cut depth out of bound! "<<cutDepth«endl; 
cin»dummy; 
return ans; 
} 
double cutDepthWidth = (MAXCUTDEPTH-MINCUTDEPTH) / (2*cutDepthK); 
double fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
int region 1=0; 
double i=MINCUTDEPTH; bool done=false; 
while (i<=MAXCUTDEPTH && !done) 
{ 
region 1++; 
if ( cutDepth>=i && cutDepth<i+cutDepthWidth ) 
{ 
double centerPoint = i; 
if ((cutDepth >= centerPoint) && (cutDepth < 
centerPoint+cutDepth Width)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((cutDepth - centerPoint) / cutDepthWidth); 
else if ((cutDepth >= centerPoint-cutDepth Width) && (cutDepth < 
centerPoint)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((centerPoint - cutDepth) / cutDepthWidth); 
else fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
done=true; 
} 
i+=cutDepth Width; 
} 
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double fuzzyDegreel = 1-fuzzyDegreel; 
int region!; 
if (region 1 < (2*cutDepthK)+l ) 
region! = region 1+1; 
else region! = regionl-1; 
if (fuzzyDegreel >fuzzyDegree2) 
{ 
ans.degree=fuzzyDegreel ; 
ans.region=regionName(regionl,cutDepthK); 
} 
else 
{ 
ans.degree=fuzzyDegree2; 
ans .region=regionN am e( region! ,cutDepthK) ; 
} 
return ans; 
} 
membership cutForceMembership(const double& cutForce) 
//Post: output cut force fuzzy degree for a speciGc cut force in a specific region 
{ 
char dummy; 
membership ans; 
ans.degree=0.0; 
ans.region-"'; 
if (cutForce<MINCUTFORCE || cutForce>MAXCUTFORCE) 
{ 
cout«"***** WARNING *****"«endl; 
cout«"cut force out of bound! "<<cutForce«endl; 
cin»dummy; 
return ans; 
} 
double cutForceWidth = (MAXCUTFORCE-MINCUTFORCE) / (2*cutForceK); 
double fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
int region 1=0; 
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double i=MINCUTFORCE; bool done=false; 
while (i<=MAXCUTFORCE && Idone) 
{ 
region 1++; 
if ( cutForce>=i && cutForce<i+cutForceWidth ) 
{ 
double centerPoint = i; 
if ((cutForce >= centerPoint) && (cutForce < 
centerPoint+cutForceWidth)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((cutForce - centerPoint) / cutForccWidth); 
else if ((cutForce >= centerPoint-cutForceWidth) && (cutForce < 
centerPoint)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((centerPoint - cutForce) / cutForceWidth); 
else fuzzyDegreel =0.0; 
done=true; 
} 
i+=cutForceWidth; 
} 
double fuzzyDegreel = 1-fuzzyDegreel; 
int region!; 
if (region 1 < (2*cutForceK)+l ) 
region! = regionl+1; 
else region! = regionl-1; 
if (fuzzyDegreel >fuzzyDegree2) 
{ 
ans.degree=fuzzyDegreel ; 
ans.region=regiohName(regionl ,cutForceK); 
} 
else 
{ 
ans. degree=fuzzyDegree2 ; 
ans.region=regionName(region2,cutForceK); 
} 
return ans; 
membership tool\VearMembership(const double& tool Wear) 
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{ 
membership ans; 
ans.degree = 0.0; 
ans.region = 
if (tool WeaKMINTOOLWEAR || toolWear>MAXTOOLWEAR) 
return exceedLimit( tool Wear, MINTOOLW EAR, M AXTOOLWE AR, 
toolWearK); 
double toolWearWidth = (MAXTOOLWEAR-MINTOOLWEAR) / (2*toolWearK); 
double fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
int region 1=0; 
double i=MINTOOLWEAR; bool done=false; 
while (i<=MAXTOOLWEAR && !done) 
{ 
regionl++; 
if ( toolWear>=i && toolWear<i+toolWearWidth ) 
{ 
double centerPoint = i; 
if ((toolWear >= centerPoint) && (toolWear < 
centerPoint+toolWear Width)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((toolWear - centerPoint) / toolWearWidth); 
else if ((toolWear >= centerPoint-toolWearWidth) && (toolWear < 
centerPoint)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((centerPoint - toolWear) / toolWearWidth); 
else fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
done=true; 
} 
i+=toolWear Width; 
} 
double fuzzyDegreel = 1-fuzzyDegreel; 
int region!; 
if (region 1 < (2*toolWearK)+l ) 
region! = regionl+1; 
else region] = region 1 -1 ; 
if (fuzzyDegreel>fuzzyDegree2) 
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{ 
ans.degree=fuzzyDegreel ; 
ans.region=regionName(region 1 .tool WearK); 
} 
else 
{ 
ans.degree=AizzyDegree2; 
ans.region=regionName(region2,toolWearK); 
} 
return ans; 
} 
char numToChar(const int& num) 
{ 
char ch; 
switch (num) 
{ 
case 1 : ch= l'; 
break; 
case 2: ch= 2'; 
break; 
case 3: ch= 3'; 
break; 
case 4: ch= 4'; 
break; 
case 5: ch= 5'; 
break; 
case 6: ch= 6'; 
break; 
case 7 : ch= 7'; 
break; 
case 8: ch= 8'; 
break; 
case 9: ch= 9'; 
break; 
} 
return ch; 
} 
void ruleListGenerate(ruleNode* &ruleHead, rawNode* dataPtr) 
{ 
//Generate rule into linked-list using membership functions 
ruleHead = new ruleNode; 
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ruleNode* rulePtr = ruleHead; 
ralePtr->FRmem = feedRateMembership(dataPtr->FRdata); 
rulePtr->CFmem = cutF orceMembership(dataPtr->CF data) ; 
rulePtr->CDmem = cutDepthMembership(dataPtr->CDdata); 
rulePtr->VBmem = toolWearMembership(dataPtr->VBdata); 
rulePtr->next = NULL; 
dataPtr=dataPtr->next; 
while (dataPtr != NULL) 
{ 
ralePtr->next = new ruleNode; 
rulePtr = rulePtr->next; 
rulePtr->FRmem = feedRateMembership(dataPtr->FRdata); 
rulePtr->CFmem = cutForceMemb ership(dataPtr->CF data) ; 
rulePtr->CDmem = cutDepthMembership(dataPtr->CDdata); 
rule?tr->VBmem = toolWearMembership(dataPtr->VBdata); 
rulePtr->next = NULL; 
dataPtr=dataPtr->next; 
} 
bool ruleConflictSolver(ruleNode*& ruleHead) 
{ 
ruleNode* current = ruleHead; 
ruleNode* compare; 
ruleNode* mytemp; 
ruleNode* kill; 
double TDdegreel=0, TDdegree2=0; 
int flag=0; 
bool done = false; 
while (current !=NULL) 
{ 
compare = current->next; 
while (compare != NULL) 
{ 
if ( (current->FRmem.region = compare->FRmem.region) 
&& (current->CFmem.region — compare->CFmem.region) 
&& (current->CDmem.region == compare->CDmem.region) 
&& (current->VBmem.region != compare->VBmem.region) ) 
{ 
if (TDdegreel — 0) 
TDdegreel = topDownDegree(current); 
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TDdegreel = topDownDegree( compare); 
if ( absVal(TDdegree 1 - TDdegreel) > 0.0005) 
{ 
//Top-Down Method applicable here 
if (TDdegreel > TDdegreel) 
{ 
ruleDelete(ruleHead, compare); 
} 
else 
{ 
ruleDelete(ruleHead, current); 
if (ruleHead == current) //case where 
ruleHead was deleted 
{ 
compare = current; 
TDdegreel = 0; 
} 
} 
} /Vend of top-down 
//use bottom-up method and rebuild rule list 
//re-adjust one k-value each time 
cout«"Doing bottom-up"«endl; 
while (!done) 
{ 
if(flag%3 = 0) 
{ if (feedRateK < 4) 
{ 
feedRate K-H-; 
done = true; 
} 
else flag++; 
} 
if (flag%3 = 1) 
{ 
if (cutDepthK < 4) 
{ 
cutDepthK++; 
done = true; 
} 
else flag++; 
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} 
if (flag%3 = 2) 
{ 
if (cutForceK < 4) 
{ 
cutForceK++; 
done = true; 
} 
else flag++; 
} 
if ((feedRateK = 4) && (cutDepthK == 4) && 
(cutForceK = 4) && (Idone)) 
return false; 
} //end of k-value adjustment 
//destroy and build new rule list 
while (ruleHead != NULL) 
{ 
kill = ruleHead; 
ruleHead = ruleHead->next; 
delete kill; 
} 
ruleListGenerate(ruleHead,rawDataHead); 
flag++; done = false; 
current = ruleHead; //reinitialize loop pointers 
compare = current->next; 
mytemp = compare; 
TDdegreel = 0; TDdegreel = 0; 
cout«"STEP 8"«endl; 
} //end of bottom-up case 
} //end of conflict with current pointers 
else compare = compare->next; 
} //end of inner while 
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current = current->next; TDdegreel =0; 
} //end of outer while 
return true; //all conflicts resolved, return true 
1 
double topDownDegree(ruleNode* ptr) 
{ 
double degree, conditionDegree; 
cout«" Region Degree"«endl 
«"FR: "«ptr->FRmem.region«" 
«"CD: "«ptr->CDmem.region«" 
«"CF: "«ptr->CFmem.region«" 
«"VB: "«ptr->VBmem.region«" 
cout«"Enter a condition degree for this rule: "; 
cin»conditionDegree; 
cout«endl; 
degree = ptr->FRmem.degree * ptr->CDmem.degree * ptr->CFmem.degree * 
>VBmem.degree * conditionDegree; 
return degree; 
} 
double absVal(const double& num) 
//Precondition: num is properly initialized 
//Postcondition: return the absolute value of num 
{ 
if (num >=0 ) 
return num; 
else return (-1 * num); 
} 
void ruleDelete(ruleNode*& ruleHead, ruleNode*& deletePtr) 
{ 
ruleNode* temp = ruleHead; 
if (temp = deletePtr) //case where deletePtr points to head 
{ 
ruleHead = ruleHead->next; 
"«ptr->FRmem.degree«endl 
"<<ptr->CDmem.degree«endl 
"«ptr->CFmem. degree«endl 
"«endl; 
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delete temp; 
deletePtr = ruleHead; 
} 
else 
{ 
while (temp->next != deletePtr) 
temp = temp->next; //have temp points to pointer 
before deletePtr 
temp->next = temp->next->next; 
delete deletePtr; 
deletePtr = temp; 
} 
} 
String regionName(const int& num, const int& k) 
{ 
String name; 
charch; 
int temp; 
int median = ( ((2*k)+l)/2 )+l; 
if (num < median) 
{ 
name = "S"; 
temp = median - num; 
ch = numToChar(temp); 
name += ch; 
} 
else if (num > median) 
{ 
name = "L"; 
temp = num - median; 
ch = numToChar(temp); 
name += ch; 
} 
else name = "MD"; 
return name; 
} 
int regionNumber(const String& regionName, const int& k) 
{ 
int temp = 0; 
int ans = 0; 
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int median = ( ((2*k)+l)/2 )+l; 
if (regionName — "MD") 
ans = median; 
else if (regionName[0] — 'S') 
{ 
temp = charToNum(regionName[ 1 ]); 
ans = median - temp; 
} 
else if (regionName[0] = 'L') 
{ 
temp = charToNum(regionName[ 1 ]); 
ans = median + temp; 
} 
return ans; 
int charToN um(const char& ch) 
{ 
int ans = 0; 
switch (ch) 
{ 
case 'V: ans=l 
case '2': ans=2 
case '3': ans=3 
break; 
break; 
break; 
case '4': ans=4; 
break; 
case '5': ans=5; 
break; 
case '6': ans=6; 
break; 
case '7': ans=7; 
break; 
case '8': ans=8; 
break; 
case '9': ans=9; 
break; 
} 
return ans; 
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double toolWearPrimeValue(const int& feedRateRegion, const int& cutForceRegion, const 
int& cutDepthRegion) 
{ 
double ans = 0.0; 
//change region name to region numbers 
int FRnum = feedRateRegion; 
int CDnum = cutDepthRegion; 
int CFnum = cutForceRegion; 
//get region center values for each region 
double feedRateVal = 
region Value(FRnum,feedRateK,M AXFEEDRATE,MINFEEDRATE); 
double cutDepthVal = 
region Value(CDnum,cutDepthK,MAXCUTDEPTH,MINCUTDEPTH); 
double cutForceVal = 
regionValue(CFnum,cutForceK,MAXCUTFORCE,MINCUTFORCE); 
ans = bO; 
ans += (b 1 * feedRateVal); 
ans += (b2 * cutDepthVal); 
ans += (b3 * cutForceVal); 
ans += (b4 * feedRateVal * cutDepthVal); 
ans += (b5 * feedRateVal * cutForceVal); 
ans += (b6 * cutDepthVal * cutForceVal); 
ans += (b7 * feedRateVal * cutDepthVal * cutForceVal); 
return ans; 
} 
double regionValue(const int& regionNum, const int& k, const double& max, const double& 
min) 
{ 
double ans=0.0; 
double width = (max - min) / (2 * k); 
ans = min + (width * (regionNum - 1)); 
return ans; 
} 
double minOfThree (const double& nl, const double& n2, const double& n3) 
{ 
if (nl <= n2) 
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{ 
if (nl <= n3) 
return nl; 
else return n3; 
} 
else 
{ 
if (n2 <= n3) 
return n2; 
else return n3; 
} 
} 
void feedRateMembershipPlus(double& feedRate, membership&ml, membership^ m2) 
while (feedRate<MINFEEDRATE || feedRate>MAXFEEDRATE) 
{ 
cout«"***** WARNING *****"«endl; 
cout«"feed rate out of bound! "«endl; 
cout«"Enter a feed rate value ("<<MINFEEDRATE«" ~ 
"«MAXFEEDRATE«"): "; 
cin»feedRate; cout«endl; 
} 
{ 
double feedRateWidth = (MAXFEEDRATE-MINFEEDRATE) / 
(2*feedRateK_); 
double fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
int region 1 =0; 
double i=MlNFEEDRATE; bool done=false; 
while (i<=MAXFEEDRATE && !done) 
{ 
region 1++; 
if ( feedRate>=i && feedR.ate<i+feedRateWidth ) 
{ 
double centerPoint = i; 
if ((feedRate >= centerPoint) && (feedRate < 
centerPoint+feedRateWidth)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((feedRate - centerPoint) / 
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feedRateWidth) ; 
(feedRate < centerPoint)) 
feedRateWidth); 
else if ((feedRate >= centerPoint-feedRate Width) && 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((centerPoint - feedRate) / 
else fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
done=true; 
} 
i+=feedRate Width; 
} 
double fuzzyDegreel = 1-fuzzyDegreel; 
int region!; 
if (region 1 < (2*feedRateK)+l ) 
region! = regionl+1; 
else region! = regionl-1; 
ml .degree = fuzzyDegreel; 
m l .  r e g i o n  =  r e g i o n N a m e ( r e g i o n l ,  f e e d R a t e K ) ;  
ml.degree = fuzzyDegreel; 
ml.region = regionName(region!,feedRateK); 
} 
void cutDepthMembershipPlus(double& cutDepth, membership^ ml, membership^ ml) 
{ 
while (cutDepth<MINCUTDEPTH || cutDepth>MAXCUTDEPTH) 
{ 
cout«"***** WARNING *****"«endl; 
cout«"cut depth out of bound! "«endl; 
cout«"Enter a cut depth value ("<<MINCUTDEPTH«" ~ 
"«MAXCUTDEPTH«"): "; 
cin»cutDepth; cout«endl; 
} 
{ 
double cutDepthWidth = (MAXCUTDEPTH-MINCUTDEPTH) / 
(2*cutDepthK); 
double fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
int region 1=0; 
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double i=MlNCUTDEPTH; bool done=false; 
while (i<=MAXCUTDEPTH && Idone) 
{ 
region 1++; 
if ( cutDepth>=i && cutDepth<i+cutDepthWidth ) 
{ 
double centerPoint = i; 
if ((cutDepth >= centerPoint) && (cutDepth < 
centerPoint+cutDepth Width)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((cutDepth - centerPoint) / 
cutDepthWidth) ; 
(cutDepth < centerPoint)) 
cutDepthWidth); 
else if ((cutDepth >= centerPoint-cutDepthWidth) && 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((centerPoint - cutDepth) / 
else fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
done=true; 
} 
i+=cutDepth Width; 
} 
double fuzzyDegreel = 1-fuzzyDegreel ; 
int region!; 
if (region 1 < (2*cutDepthK)+l ) 
region! = regionl + 1; 
else region! = region 1-1; 
ml.degree = fuzzyDegreel; 
ml.region = regionName(regionl ,cutDepthK); 
m2.degree = fuzzyDegree!; 
m!.region = regionName(region!,cutDepthK); 
} 
void cutForceMembershipPlus(double& cutForce, memberships ml, membership^ m!) 
{ 
while (cutForce<MINCUTFORCE || cutForce>MAXCUTFORCE) 
{ 
cout«"***** WARNING *****"«endl; 
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cout«"cut force out of bound! "«endl; 
cout«" Enter a cut force value ("«MINCUTFORCE«" 
"«MAXCUTFORCE«"): 
cin»cutForce; cout«endl; 
double cutForceWidth = (MAXCUTFORCE-MINCUTFORCE) / 
(!*cutForceK); 
double fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
int region 1=0; 
double i=MINCUTFORCE; bool done=false; 
while (i<=MAXCUTFORCE && Idone) 
{ 
region 1++; 
if ( cutForce>=i && cutForce<i+cutForceWidth ) 
{ 
double centerPoint = i; 
if ((cutForce >= centerPoint) && (cutForce < 
centerPoint+cutForceWidth)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((cutForce - centerPoint) / 
cutForceWidth); 
else if ((cutForce >= centerPoint-cutForceWidth) && 
(cutForce < centerPoint)) 
fuzzyDegreel = 1 - ((centerPoint - cutForce) / 
cutForceWidth); 
else fuzzyDegreel = 0.0; 
done=true; 
} 
i+=cutForceWidth; 
} 
double fuzzyDegreel = 1-fuzzyDegreel; 
int region!; 
if (region 1 < (2*cutForceK)+l ) 
region! = region 1 +1 ; 
else region! = regionl-1; 
ml .degree=fuzzyDegree 1 ; 
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ml.region=regionName(regionl,cutForceK); 
m2 .degree=fuzzyDegree2 ; 
m2 .region=regionN ame(region2,cutF orceK) ; 
} 
} 
double ruleResult(const membership& FR, const membership& CD, const membership& CF) 
{ 
//find region numbers from each value's membership 
int feedRateCoord = regionNumber(FR.region,feedRateK) - 1 ; 
int cutForceCoord = regionNumber(CF.region,cutForceK) - 1 ; 
int cutDepthCoord = regionNumber(CD.region,cutDepthK) - 1 ; 
int regionNum; 
int x = (2*feedRateK)+l ; 
int y = (2*cutForceK)+l; 
int z = (2*cutDepthK)+l; 
//use rulebank to predict VB membership region 
int index = (feedRateCoord * y * z) + (cutForceCoord * z) + cutDepthCoord; 
if (ruleBank[index] = "") 
{ 
cout«"Rule doesn't exist for this set of data! !!"«endl; 
cout«"Tool wear value will be invalid!!"«endl; 
return 0.0; 
} 
else 
{ 
//return center value of VB region 
regionNum = regionNumber(ruleBank[index], toolWearK); 
return region Value(regionNum, toolWearK, MAXTOOLWEAR, 
MINTOOLWEAR); 
} 
} 
membership exceedLimit(const double& value, const double& min, const double& max, 
const int& K) 
{ 
membership ans; 
ans.degree = 1.0; 
if (value > max) 
ans.region = regionName((2*K)+l ,K); 
else ans.region = regionName(l,K); 
return ans; 
